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Summary:
If T is a graph, with distinguished vertex *, let A(T) denote the path
algebra on the space f* of semi-infinite paths in T beginning at *. We discuss 
embeddings A (T j)—» AfTj) of AF algebras associated with graphs T j and T j
from a dimension group point of view. Few certain infinite T-shaped graphs, we have 
Ko (A(r>) = Z(t], with positive cone identified with
|0 )  yj (P  E Z ( (] : P(»,)>0. X e  (O.y] ). where y  -  y<r) = 11 r  11' 2  < j  . 
Hence for certain graphs there exists a unital homomorphism A(Tj) —» AfTj) if 
II T j  II £ 11 1*2 11. For certain finite T-shaped graphs KQ(A (r)) = Z(t]/<Q> 
where <Q> denotes the ideal generated by a polynomial Q = Q(r> which is 
essentially the characteristic polynomial of the graph T, and positive cone identified 
wilh (0) vj (f + <Q> : f(Y) > 0 | where y - K D - l l r l l ' 2. Hence there cxiiti > 
uniul homomorphism A (r ,) -» A (T 2) if Mr, II -  111~2 1L and Q (r2) divides 
Q (r j) . If r  is connected, and locally finite then we construct embeddings of A(Am) 
in A(T) for suitable m, 3 £ m £ depending on 11 T11, by giving explicit
matrices of multiplicities for the embeddings of the finite dimensional subalgebras of 
A(Am) in those of A (0- These matrices are non-negative integer intertwiners of the 
incidence matrices of the graphs Am and T. Taking von Neumann algebra
completions of these embeddings gives, in certain cases, irreducible subfactors of the 
hyperfinite type II j factor. The structure of K^AfT)) as an ordered ring is related to
the fusion rules of rational conformal field theory. Moreover for these T-shaped graphs 
we give an algebraic presentation similar to that for the Temperley-Lieb-Jones algebra 
which further illuminates the above embeddings. This presentation involves a new 
projection in addition to those of Temperley-Lieb-Jones. This gives us a rigidity above
index four.
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{1. Introduction.
The problem of classifying subfactors of type II j factors was initiated
by V. Jones [J] with the introduction of a conjugacy invariant called the index. If M 
is a type II j factor and N a subfactor, then the index of N in M is the dimension of
M considered as a module over N. To determine the range of values of the index, 
Jones introduced a family of projections {Cj : i € N), canonically associated with the
pair N c  M when the index [M:N] is finite, and satisfying the relations
where x is the reciprocal of the index, and Tr is the trace on M. Let A(x) be the 
C*-algebra generated by a unit, and projections (Cj: i e  N }, satisfying relations (1.1)
and (1.2) for some x € R , and trace Tr on A(x). Jones proved that A(x) is non­
trivial if and only if
and thus that the index [M:N] is contained in the above set, or is infinite. He also 
showed that the von Neumann algebra generated by the projections (Cj: i € N ), with
parameter x , is the hyperfinite type II j factor, and that the von Neumann algebra
are subfactors of the hyperfinite type II j factor realizing each of the values in (1.3).
Jones showed that A(x) is an AF algebra whose structure depends on the parameter 
X , and may be described as follows. Let T be a connected, locally finite graph, with
respectively of T, and A the incidence matrix of I \  We write
11 T 11 = 11 A 11. A Markov trace Tr on A (r)  is given, by a solution
( 1. 1) lm - n |>  1 ,
( 1.2) Tr (xem) * X Tr (x), x e C* j).
(1.3) t "1 e  {4 cos2WO : 1= 3.4....) u  [4 ,-),
generated by the projections: Cj, e^, e^...... is a subfactor with index x*1. Thus there
distinguished vertex *, let A(T) denote the path algebra on the space V of semi­
infinite paths in r  beginning at ».Let and denote the vertices and edges
($y : v € T(0)) > 0 to
1
(1.4)
‘ ♦ v - w« V (V- » w
Then A(x) is described by
(1.5) A ( t ) s A (A r) i f  t ' 1 -  4 cos2(k/0 .  (= 3 .4 , .. .
(1.6) A (t) —  A ( A J  if  t ' 1 2  4.
where A , 3 £ m £«« , denote the usual Dynkin diagrams. In general one can define m
canonical projections (Cj: i € NJ in A(T) which satisfy the relations (1.1), and (1.2) 
with respect to the Markov trace Tr .where x‘* « I I r l P  [o.s], Thus we have an 
inclusion of a pair of AF algebras
(1.7) A(Am ) 2 A ( t ) c A ( D .
Jones showed that subfactors of index less than four are irreducible, i.e. 
N’ n  M = <C 1, but it is not known which values greater than four are allowable for 
irreducible subfactors. Examples of such subfactors were constructed in |GHJ] by 
taking von Neumann algebra completions of the embeddings A(t) c  A(T) in (1.7), 
with T a Dynkin diagram of type A-D-E, and the distinguished vertex * varying over
the vertices of T. The minimum value, greater than four they obtained for an 
irreducible subfactor being 3 + V3 when T = Eg.
Subfactors of the hyperfmite type II j factor, with index less than four have been 
classified by Ocneanu [O]. He showed that such subfactors may be obtained as von 
Neumann algebra completions of certain embeddings A(H  c  A(H» of AF algebras,
where T is a Dynkin diagram o f type An, n = 3 4 ...... ° 2n' " * 2'3........E6'
Eg. The subfactors constructed by Jones correspond to the Am series, although his
construction did not explicitly use the fact that A(x) was an AF algebra.
The AF algebras A(T) , and the family of projections {e- : i e N) satisfying (1.1),
( 1 .2) also occur in the transfer matrix method for certain classical statistical mechanical 
models on two dimensional lattices [TL,Pl,KAWj. Let T be a graph, then one can 
consider a classical model on a two dimensional square lattice L, whose configurations
2
consist of distributions, a e  ( r>°>)L , of vertices r« »  on the lattice L, such that the 
vertices oa> ob, for nearest neighbours a, b in L are joined by an edge in \  and 
a Hamiltonian with interactions around faces. Thus if T is the Dynkin diagram Am
one recovers the models of Andrews, Baxter and Forrester [ABF]. For a particular 
choice of Bolzman weights, the algebra of the transfer matrices is described by the 
projections ( e - : i«  N ),in  A(T)
In the following we discuss embeddings A (Tj) C A fT j) of AF algebras 
associated with graphs Tj and f j  from a dimension group point of view, and
by obtaining algebraic presentations for the algebras A(T) for certain graphs T.
To be more specific, in 57 we give an algebraic characterization of A(Tp^ j)  ft*- 
1 see Figures 5, 6 ). Let e ^ .e j.e j , ... be a sequence o f projections
satisfying relations (1. 1) and additionally:
0 .8) ep 'n  = en 'p  n = 1 .2 . .... p - l,p + l.p + 2. . . .
0 . 10) ' p ' p ep - , <1 - ' l v ' v 'p - 2, V
Then we show in Theorem 8.1 that A(x.p) * C ^ l .e ^ e p e j. ...) is non-trivial only
when
( 111 ) .
In which case there exists a suijective *-homomorphism
(1.12) V : A(Tp 2 j)  © C(1 - e jv  ... v e ^ . j  v e - ) - »  A(t,p),
when P * 11 Tp 2^  M. r < •••
(1.13) A(Tp A(X«P). whcn P * 11 Tp ^ ,~  11 •
If r < ~ ,  i.e. p <  l l T p ^ ^ l l ,  then this map (1.12) is automatically an isomorphism 
as A(Tp2j )  is simple. If there exists a Markov trace on A(x,p) (cT. (1.2), or see 
52 and the statement of Theorem 8.1 for a precise definition) then in all cases (1.12)
3
and (1.13) we have an isomorphism between A(T 2 1 and A(t,p);
moreover in the case r < ••,
(114)
p.2,r
= e, v ... ve.p+r-2  Y
We give a constructive proof of the existence o f the above homomorphisms (1.12)- 
(1.13) constructing matrix units in A(t,p) labelled by paths in the graph Tp j  r • 
Thus even in the case of p = 1, our proof does not reduce to that of Jones for the An* 
series. Indeed we prove a stronger result in that the existence of the homomorphism in 
(1.12) and (1.13) does not depend on the existence of a Markov trace. Moreover we 
show that the homomorphism in (1 . 12) is an isomorphism even without the 
assumption of a Maikov trace. It is also striking to note that by throwing in the extra 
relations (1.8)-(1.10) to those of Temperley-Lieb and Jones (1.1), we find a rigidity 
above index four. Note also that our construction of matrix units is different from that 
proposed by [T] in the An-case.
Thus if T is a graph, we see from the preceding that for suitable l  (3 £ l <. «>), 
A(A^) is embedded in A (0- We wish to find explicit embeddings, in the sense of 
how to map the finite dimensional subalgebras of A(A^) in those of A (r), with
explicit matrices of multiplicities. If T is a connected locally finite, bipartite graph, 
with 11 r l  I = 2cos x/A then an explicit embedding of A(A^) in A (r), is 
constructed in §4, whilst if 11 I 'l l  ¿2 , an explicit embedding of A iA^) in A(H is 
constructed. Embeddings of A(Tj) in AiTj) for graphs Tj and T j is related to 
the problem of finding an intertwining matrix for the incidence matrices of Tj and Tj 
which transforms the distinguished vertex of T j into that for Tj. Such problems are 
familiar in the study of topological Markov chains, where the theory of dimension
groups has proved useful. So to understand the above embeddings better, we
study in 53, the dimension groups of A(T „  ) where T „ _  is the graph with the p,q,°° P’4«00
vertices labelled as shown in Figure 1. Thus ^ 2  1 oo~ Am, *^ 2 2 = ^oo* ^3,2 00
* E^, as in Figure 2.
4
0 1 2 p-1 p p+1
Figure l : T pqoo
It is known (BP) that A (A J  z  (S  Mj )SU(2), and that [W] K0(A(A_)) s  2 (t],
where the positive cone can be identified with
[ 0 |u ( Q t Z ( t l : Q W > H  X e ( 0 , j ] ) .
We show in §3 that K0(A(Tp ^  = 2C|tJ, where the positive cone is identified
with
{0} u  (Q € Z[t] : Q(X) > 0, X € (0,yp] }
where Yp = 11T ~ ^ i s  decreasing in p. That these are indeed dimension
groups is a consequence of the work of Bratteli, Elliott and Herman [BEH] but no
5
general construction of the AF algebras associated to such dimension groups was 
known until now.
For a graph T, we seek rational functions {#v : v 6 in an indeterminate x
such that
If d(v) is the distance of a minimal path from * to v, let 
-  x'd(v)#v(x)
where t ■ x"^. For the graphs Tp 2 „ •  polynomials 
( l,nQ v(l) : m ■ 0,1,2..... v € r*0*}.
conveniently relabelled as {Qa (t) : a  € will generate the positive cone
Kq(A(T2 p in KQ(A(Tp 2 oo)) = Z[t]. In particular we have a positive map 
Ko(A (A J) —> KQ(A(Tp 2 oo)). That this map arises from a unital *-homomorphism 
A (A J  —» A(Tp 2  follows from Elliott's theorem [Ell], but the problem is to find
an explicit lifting. An explicit lifting of this map to the algebra level amounts to 
being able to write polynomials which generate {Qe Z{t] : Q(X) > 0 , X e (O,^-]},
essentially Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, as a positive linear 
combination of polynomials which generate {Qe Z[t] : Q(X) > 0, X e (O.Yp]}.
Explicit embeddings at the algebra level are constructed in section 4 with the aid of 
some work of Hamachi [HJ on the Jones index in an ergodic theory context. 
These embeddings are best understood in terms of the polynomials 
(♦v(x ): v e  r*0 )) rather than (Qa  : a  e In particular by careful pruning of
the map from A fA ^  into A fE ^  we can give an explicit embedding 
of A(Aj j ) in A(E^). This embedding was also described by [P2] using ad hoc
methods. Taking suitable von Neumann algebra completions, one obtains in §7 the 
examples of Goodman, de la Harpe and Jones (GHJ] of irreducible subfactors of the
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hypcrfinite II j factor with index greater than four, in particular the example with index
3+V3. ( Note that for suitable p, and r the von Neumann algebra generated by 
projections: e^,ej,62. ... , satisfying (1.1), (1JH 1-10) is the hyperfinite type II^ 
factor, and the projections: e j ,e 2 . ••• . generate a subfactor. This gives another
realization of these examples.) In fact for p i  q, q * 1,2, r < «**> we show in $5 that 
KQ(A(Tp q r)) 2  2L[i) /  <Q> where <Q> is the ideal in Z [t] generated by the 
polynomial Q which is essentially the characteristic polynomial of Tp ^  r> and that 
the positive cone corresponds to (0) u  (f + <Q>: f(y) > 0), 
w herc-]r-llTp tl ir ll"2 .
The ordered ring structure of K0(A (r)) is related to the fusion rules of rational 
conformal field theory IV.MS1.MS2]. A two-dimensional lattice model gives rise to a 
one-dimensional quantum lattice model via the transfer matrix method. At criticality the 
quantum model gives rise to a field theory in two dimensions, which is scale invariant - 
a conformal field theory. In a rational conformal field theory, the physical Hilbert 
space M decomposes as a finite sum 
N
© h - 9C 9 fH- (1.15)
r.f -0  r 'r  r r
where ^  is an irreducible representation of the chiral algebra A, and hf^ represents
a multiplicity . Chiral vertex operators are intertwining operators. Given three 
representations ijjc, then the chiral vertex operators of type ^ j ^ j  will be a vector
space of linear transformations ® ® ^  —» C The fusion rules are Nj^ =
dim v jk. With primary fields (©.} we have the formal product rule or operator 
product expansion:
♦ j x O ^ Z N j ^ j .  (1.16)
7
For certain graphs T considered in section 3 and section 4, KQ(A ( r ) )  will be an 
ordered ring, and KQ(A(r))+ has generators (Qa  : a  € f ^ } .  So from the ordered
ring structure we have non-negative integers a,p,y e f«> . 
ttP
such that
(1.17)
In 5 6 we discuss in more detail the fusion rules of (1.16) (respectively (1.17)) for 
certain models (respectively graphs) e.g. Wess-Zumino-Witten SU(2)j[ models 
(respectively A^). Again, it seems that (1.4) is best understood in terms of the set 
of polynomials {$y(x)} indexed by the vertices v of the graph T, rather than the set 
{Qa (t)} indexed by the vertices a  of the Bratteli diagram P.
8
§2. Prelim inaries.
AF algebras.
Let M be a finite dimensional C*-algebra. Then M is semisimple, and so has a 
decomposition
M - $ M . 
j- 1  J
where Mj is isomorphic to the algebra Mkj (C), of kj x kj matrices over the
complex numbers for j  -  l,...,n . The sequence of positive integers 
k -  ( kj,...,kn )"**, that occurs in this decomposition is unique up to a permutation. 
On the other hand, given any finite sequence of positive integers k = ( kj,...Jtn )^, 
one defines a multimatrix algebra
M (k) = © M k . (C) (2.1).
j - 1  J
It is clear that M(k) is a finite dimensional C*-algebra. In the following we will not 
distinguish between finite dimensional C*- algebras and multimatrix algebras.
Homomorphisms of multimatrix algebras may be defined as follows. Let
N = M(k), and M -  M(l) with k e Nn, I e  Nm . Let A = ( a. . ) be an m x n
**J
non-negative integer matrix with no columns zero such that
A k S I  (2 .2 ).
i.e. each entry of I exceeds the corresponding entry of A k. Then if 
x = Xj©X2©. .©xn, with Xj e Mkj ((C), for j = l,...,n, define N —* M by
*(*) »  y ,e y 2®.,.©ym
where yj g Mjj ((C), i = 1.....m, is given by
yi = ¡® x2® " ® x2® -"® xn® "'® xn
with Xj appearing a^  j  times along the diagonal of y^. A  homomorphism of this type
is called canonical. Note that 0 is injective, and if Ak - 1  then $ is unital, i.e. 
<t>(lN) = w^ere Ijq. and lj^  denote the units of N, and M respectively. Now
9
since any non-trivial representation of a simple matrix algebra is equivalent to a direct 
sum of identity representations, it follows that every homomorphism 9 : N —► M, of 
multimatrix algebras is inner equivalent to a unique canonical homomorphism. This 
means that there exists a unitary u in M such that 9 defined by
♦(x) *  u*9 (x)u ,
for x e  N, is canonical. The matrix A, satisfying (2.2), determined by <p is called the
inclusion matrix. Bratteli [B] introduced a graph T to describe a homomorphism
9 : N —» M. The vertices of T correspond to the simple components of N, and M. If
the homomorphism is given by the inclusion matrix A = ( a- ■ ), then there are a- .
*d
edges between vertices i and j, where i and j  correspond to simple components of 
M, and N respectively. The incidence matrix for T is
A  positive trace, Tr, on a multimatrix algebra N = M(k) is specified by a vector 
T» * ( Sj,...,sn ) , where Sj is a positive real number giving the trace of a minimal
idempotent in the i1*1 simple component of N for i ■ l,...,n. The trace will be 
Tnormalized, i.e. Tr(lj^) = 1, if s k  = 1 . I f  there is a unital inclusion of the 
multimatrix algebra M(k) into MO) given by the inclusion matrix A, and the trace on 
M (l) is specified by t, then the restriction o f the trace to M(k) will be given by 
s = A T t.
Let B^ be finite dimensional C*-algebras for k *  1,2,..., and suppose there is 
a system of homomorphisms
♦ l *2 *3
B j —> B2 ~i► B j —► ... (2.3).
Then one can form the direct limit, B ^  = LimB^. This inherits a natural *-algebra 
structure from the B^'s, and has a unique norm because of the compatibility of the 
norms on the B^'s. The completion of B ^  with respect to this norm is a C*-algebra,
which we denote by oB ^ . Any C*-algebra with a dense *-subalgebra, which is the
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direct limit of an ascending sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras, is called an AF 
algebra [BJ. In the following we will only consider unital AF algebras. These occur as 
direct limits of systems (2.3) for which the connecting homomorphisms, 
^k : Bk Bk-f 1* * 1 A — . »re unital. By concatenating the graphs for these
homomorphisms one obtains an infinite graph known as the Bratteli diagram [B]. 
There are certain axioms characterizing Bratteli diagrams, and the diagrams determine 
AF algebras up to isomorphism. Note that a given AF algebra can be described by 
more than one diagram.
Let T be a graph with distinguished vertex *, and denote by H  \  and the 
vertices, and edges respectively. Let A denote the incidence matrix for T. We assume 
throughout that T is connected and locally finite, i.e. the number of edges adjacent to a 
vertex is finite, and also that there is at most one edge joining any two vertices. We say 
that v c  r (o) is even (respectively odd) if it can be joined to * by an even
(respectively odd) number of vertices.
We now describe a version of the the path model for AF algebras 
[CE,Eval,Eva2,GHJ]. Let t  denote the Cantor set of sequences y = (vic)^=o> 
with (vk*v k + l^  e  r * .  vo = • .  and Put Y(*0 “  v k- F °r Y e and 
0 £ r £ s £ » , we define Y[r sj “  ^vk^k=r ’ and put
Except where it may cause confusion, we write Y= Y[r sj- For Y = Y[r sj G sj. 
and £ * ^ [ s .t]  €  with Y<*> “  def,ne Y o ^ e  1^[r lJ b y
y o £(k) * y(k), if  r  £  k  £  s, and y o £(k) = £(k), if s £  k £  t. Now put
° [r .« ] “  1 (1l . t )  6 ^ [r .i ]  * ^ [r,*| ;T >(r) * ^ (r )- 1<s> “  5<s> } .  
and for (n .0  € G^f sj, define t e End ( f 2(f ) )  by
« , * »  “  S<5 [r,s],lr[r,il) 1,[0>r] ° V . s ]  ° 
for y e f . Then for (q,^), (p\'£) e Gjr sj, one has
11
(2.4),
and so if we let
A (r)[r.»l *  lin<t ( fn .4  ; (t’^ ) * ° [ r , , ]  ) • 
then in view of (2.4) A (0 [r sj is an associative algebra with unit:
1 -  Z ' r ,
T* fw
In fact A(D(r sj is semisimple, and has the decomposition:
A ( n (r,.]  "  ®  M(*r).i(s))
where the simple components are given by
M(v.w) -  lin<r { f„ . t  : n . i  «  <ir.»](v-w> ) 3  End ( f 2«[r . .l(v’w ,))-
with
•tr.i](v,w ) ■ • 1 e  ^[r,i] : 1W  -  V, TC*) -  w }.
Now put A(T)n ■ A (r) jo ,n]» then ‘here is * unital inclusion of A (r)n into 
A (n n+i since
S . 5  -  ^  fv x  i-x  ■
where Ihe summation is over all X e  f (n n+J j with X(n) = T)(n). The system of 
finite dimensional C*-algebras
A (D 0  -»  A (D , -> A (D 2 -»  ... ,
determines an AF algebra, A(T). whose Bratteli diagram may be identified with f 1.
Note that there is a unital inclusion of A (r)jr sj into A ( r ) s since for 
(H»0  e  Gjr  sj we have
f*\A  “  ^  ’
12
where the summation is over all X e ^  with X(r) *  t|(r), and it can be shown 
that A (T)lrfl] -  A (I7r n  A ( D g
We now define a sequence of projections en e  A (r>^ j n  A (T )n + j ,  for 
n *= 1,2,... . First note that we can identify the set tjn _j n+ j](v»v). with the sc* 
t(v) = {w e  1^°^ : (v.w) e r*1*}. Suppose that ($y : v e r*°*) > 0 is a solution to
xA * Z A(v.w* (2.6).
v « r ^
I  2
Then X(v) * ((♦w/$vxr  : w e  t (v)) defines a unit vector in f  (t(v)). Then we
define en> to be the projection, whose restriction to End(f ^ (t(v))), in (2.5) is the
rank one projections onto X(v), for each v e  ^[n. j  n+i]-
The family {en : n = 1,2,3,...) satisfy the relations
c e 11 e = xe e em = c e . I m - n 12 2 (2.7).n n±i n n n m m n  '  '
.2
where T = x [O.S], and are called the canonical projections in A(T)-
We define a trace Tr, called a Markov trace, on A(T) to be the unique state on 
A(T) such that
T rfT,T- - 0  if T»Y" t . r  6 f [0n ]
T* t I,T- ‘" ' V .  Y« *(r.*J<V'W)
Then
T f(yem) = x-2 Tr(y) y €  A(Om 
T r (em) - x '2. T r ( l ) - 1 .
Note that if the graph T is finite and connected, then by the Perron Frobenius 
theory there is an unique normalized strictly positive solution to (2.6) and x = 11AIL 
If r  contains no cycle of odd length, we say the graph is bipartite, and 
r (o) = 0 . Then it is more convenient to describe T as follows [O]. There is
13
a distance function d : —» N, where d(v) is the number of edges in a minimal
path from * to v. Then we can identify
r (o) ■ {(v4 (v) + 2k ) : v £ r (o), k -  0,1 ,2,...} 
with distinguished venex (*,o), and where there are p edges between vertices (v,n)
and (wjn) in 1* ^  if and only if I n - m I * 1 and there are p edges between v
(q \  a
and w in T . We identify T with the subgraph of T, called the underlying graph, 
having vertices
Hv4 (» )) :v 6 r <o))
A
and whose edges are those in T ' ' connecting these vertices. The distance function d 
on T extends to a distance function on also denoted by d, where d(v jn) = m.
Dimension groups.
An ordered group is an abelian group G, with a distinguished subset G+, called 
the positive cone such that:
(i) G is partially ordered as a group, i.e. G+ + G+ c  G+t and G+ O  (-G ^) = (0J,
(ii) G is directed, i.e. G+ - G+ = G,
(iii) G is unperforated, i.e. if a e G, and n e  N , then na e  G + , im plies 
a e  G+
If a - b e G+, then we write a £ b.
Let G = 7Ln, and put G+ = { ( ) e ^  o }, then G is an
ordered group. The positive cone, G+, is called the simplicial ordering. Let G, and H 
be ordered groups, and f: G —» H a group homomorphism, then f  is said to be 
positive if f  maps the positive cone of G into the positive cone of H, i.e. 
f(G+) c  H+. An order isomorphism f: G —► H is a group isomorphism with both
f, and f 1 positive. An ordered group that is order isomorphic to 2 n with the 
simplicial ordering is called a simplicial group.
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Consider the system of ordered groups and positive homomorphisms
The direct limit
f l f2 f3 
G , -»  G2 -> O j .
Lim Gn> equipped with the inherited group structure, and
positive cone, is an ordered group. An ordered group arising as the direct limit of a 
system of simplicial group, is called a dimension group. Dimension groups have an 
intrinsic characterization [EHS] as being those countable ordered groups, G, which 
possess the Riesz interpolation property, i.e. if * j, a2> bp  b2, are elements of G such 
that a^  £  bj, for i j  ■ 1,2, then there is an element c in G such that a^  £ c £  bj, 
for i j  ■ 1 ,2 .
Let G be an ordered group then an element u of G is called an order unit if for 
every positive g in G, there is a positive integer n, such that g £ nu. A positive
homomorphism 0: G —» F . such that 0(u) * 1 is called a state. A state 0 is said 
to be extremal if, whenever <p is a positive homomorphism dominated by <|> ( i.e. 
<p(g) £  0(g), for all g in G+), then there is a non-negative real number A. such that
= <P-
Theorem [GH,G]. Let G be an ordered group with order unit. An element g of G 
is positive if 0(g) is strictly positive for all extremal states, 0, on G.
Theorem  [E]. Let G be a dimension group which is the direct limit of a simple
stationary system, i.e. a system of identical simplicial groups 
f f  f 
H —> H —> H -> ... ,
where f  is strictly positive for some positive integer r. Then G has exactly one 
state.
For a unital C*-algebra A, the Grothendieck group Kq(A) can be defined as 
follows [E]. Let Dn(A) denote the set of equivalence classes of projections in the 
n x n matrix algebra over A, with respect to the von Neumann equivalence of 
projections. Let D(A) denote the direct limit of the system
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D,(A) -> D2 (A) -» D3(A) -¥  . . . .
with the obvious inclusions. Then there is a natural binary operation on D(A), with 
respect to which it is an abelian monoid. Kq(A) is then the enveloping abelian group 
of D(A). There is a natural map from D(A) into Kq(A), the image of which we 
denote by Kq(A)+. Kq(A)+ is not necessarily a positive cone in the ordered group 
sense, but a homomorphism f: Kq(A) —► Kq(B), is said to be positive if it maps 
K0(A)+ into Kq(B)+. We denote the class in Kq(A) of the unit element l^ ,by  
( l^ J . Let A —» B be a unital homomorphism of unital C*-algebras, then <> 
induces a unique positive homomorphism, Kq(A ) —» Kq(B), such that
♦ . ( i iA] ) - u Bi
If N is a multimatrix algebra M(k), with k € Nn, then Kq(N) is isomorphic to 
Z n, and Kq(N)+ is the simplicial ordering. If M = M(l), with I e  Nm , and if 
N -» M is a unital homomorphism, then Kq(N) —> Kq(M) is given by the
inclusion matrix A associated with <J>.
Let B = uB n be a unital AF algebra then [E]
Kq(B) -  K0( u B n) = Lim KQ(Bn ),
and Kq(B)+ corresponds, under this isomorphism, to the positive cone on the direct 
limit in the ordered group sense. Thus Kq(B) is a dimension group. Since B is 
unital, the class of the unit, [lg], in Kq(B), is an order unit.
Theorem [E11J.
(i) Given a countable dimension group G with order unit u, then there exists a unital 
AF C*-algebra B, and an order isomorphism f: K q ( B )  -> G, such that
f(H B] ) - u .
(ii) Let A, and B be unital AF algebras. Then A is isomorphic to B if, and only if 
there is an order isomorphism f: Kq(A) —» Kq(B), such that f([l^ ]) = [lg ].
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(iii) Let A, and B be unital AF algebras, and suppose there is a positive 
homomorphism f: KQ(A) —» KQ(B), with f i l ia l )  *  [lg ], then there exists a unital 
homomorphism A —► B, such that »  f. If Ker f n  KQ(B)+ ■ {0), then $
is injective.
(iv) If A, and B are unital AF algebras with Kq(A) = KQ(B), then A, and B are 
stably isomorphic, i.e. A ® K = B ® K, where K denotes the compact operators 
on a separable Hilbert space.
Let Tr be an extremal, positive, normalized trace on a unital AF algebra A, then 
T r, is an extremal state on Kq(A). Conversely to any extremal state p on Kq(A), 
there is an extremal trace Tr on A with Tr* ■ p.
The index o f subfactors.
Let M be a type IIj factor, and N a subfactor. Then M may be considered as a
right N module. If it is Finitely generated, then it is projective [PP], and thus defines a 
class in Kq(N). The index of N in M.written [M:N], is then the positive real number 
corresponding to the class of M in KQ(N). Note that if M is of type IIj then 
Kq(N) = R . If M is not a finitely generated right N module, then the index of N
in M is defined to be infinity. The index is a conjugacy invariant for N as a subfactor 
of M, and was introduced by V. Jones [J] in order to study subfactors of a type II j
factor.
Suppose that M is a finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed normal, faithful, 
normalized trace, Tr. Let N be a von Neumann subalgebra of M with the same unit. 
Let Ej^ denote the unique conditional expectation of M onto N, defined by
Tr(EN(x)y) « Tr(xy)
for x € M, y € N. Now if L^(M,Tr) denotes the Hilbert space of the GNS
2
construction with respect to Tr, then M acts on L (M,Tr) by left multiplication, and 
Ej^ extends naturally to an orthogonal projection, e^  on L^(M,Tr). The basic
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construction [J] for the pair N c  M is defined to be the von Neumann algebra acting 
on L^(M,Tr), generated by M and e^ , and is denoted by (M,e^). Now (M.e^) is 
a factor if, and only if N is a factor. Also (M,e^) is finite if, and only if the index of 
N in M, [M:N] is finite.
Now suppose that M is a finite factor, and N a subfactor with finite index, [M:N] 
in M when M is of type IIj. Then since (M,eN) is a factor, it has a unique normalized 
trace which we denote by Trj. The trace TYj, is an extension of Tr, and satisfies 
Tr,(xeN) -  [M:N]*‘t i<x),
for x in M. Now the index of M in (M,e^) is finite, and turns out to be the same as 
that for N in M. Thus one may iterate the basic construction to obtain a tower of finite 
factors
N c  M * Mq c  M j c  M2 c  ... (2.8),
where Mj ■ <M,e^>, » ( M p e ^ ) ,  etc., with :M jl- [M :N ]  for
i - 0.1,2,... .This construction also yields a sequence of orthogonal projections: 
e l B cn * c2 *  CM’ c3* — ■ satisfying the relations:
enen±len - ten (2.9),
V m - 'm V  1 m - n l> 1 (2. 10),
Tr<“ m) ' ,T r W '  x 6 C* ( l.Cj.... em ,) (2.1 »),
where Tr denotes the obvious trace on the inductive limit of the tower of factors, and 
t  -  [M:N] ' .
It was shown by VJones [J] that the C*-algebra, A(t), generated by a unit, and a 
sequence of projections, («„) n_ j satisfying (2.9)-(2.11) for some real parameter x, 
and trace Tr on A(x), will be non-trivial only if
t ' 1 £ (4 COS2(X/0 : r -  3,4,...) u  [4 .-)  (2.12).
Later Wenzl [Wenl] showed that the same was true, without assuming a trace on A(x) 
satisfying (2.11). Jones [J] also showed that A(x) is an AF algebra, and moreover that
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(2.13).A (t)  =  A(A f) if  t ' 1 ■ 4 cos2(k/0 . f  ■ 3,4,...
A ( t ) s A (A _ )  if  x '1 2  4  (2.14),
where Aj, 3 £  1 £ °o, denote the usual Dynkin diagrams (see Figures 2,and 6). It 
follows that if N is a subfactor of a type IIj factor M, then the index, [M:N] = x'*,
satisfies (2.12), or is infinite. Note also that the von Neumann algebra generated by a 
sequence of projections, {en)~ _ | satisfying (2.9)-(2.11) for x as in (2.12), is a type 
Hj factor, and the subfactor generated by (en)~_2 has index x ’ *.
Given a subfactor of a type II j factor, with finite index, one can also construct a 
tunnel of subfactors. Specifically [J], if N is a subfactor of a type II j factor M, with 
finite index [M:N], then there is a subfactor N j of N, and a projection Cq in M, 
such that M is isomorphic to the basic construction for the pair Nj c  N. It follows 
that the index for the pair Nj c  N, is the same as that for the pair N c M .  The 
subfactor Nj is unique up to conjugacy by unitary elements of N. The tunnel of 
subfactors [PP]
m  a  n  -  n q a  n , a  n 2 a  ...
is obtained by iterating the above construction, and satisfies [Nj:Nj+1J = [M:N], for 
i =  0,1,2,... . Moreover there is a sequence of projections, e ^ e  N^_j, for 
k  = 0,1,2......satisfying the relations (2.9)-(2.11).
We now give a formula for the index due to Pimsner, and Popa [PP]. Let M be a 
finite von Neumann algebra, with von Neumann subalgebras, N j c  N2, sharing the 
same unit as M. Let Tr be a faithful, normal, normalized trace on M, and let En j  be 
the trace preserving conditional expectation of N2 onto Nj. Then put
X[N2 :N 1] = max ( X 2 0 ;  EN ,(x )  *  Xx, x e  N2 ^ }, 
where N2+ denotes the positive cone of N2> If M is a type IIj factor, and N a 
subfactor, then X[M:N] = [M:N]’*. Suppose that N = M(k), and M = M(l) are 
multimatrix algebras with k e  Nn, I e Nm, and there is an inclusion of N into
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M given by the matrix A = ( a- .) ,  with Ak = I. Let the traces on M, and N be 
given by t, and s respectively, with ATt = s, then
XlMrNJ*1 -m a x  ( V  ( b . ^ S j / t j ) ; ! - 1..... m )
P
where b ..  -  min { a - j . k. }.
When the index of a pair of II j factors lies in the discrete part of the range, i.e. 
when the index is less than four, the pair have the further property that 
N* n  M « C l.
A subfactor with this property is said to be irreducible. It is an open problem to 
determine all values of the index greater than four, for which there exist irreducible 
subfactors. For all known examples of irreducible subfactors the index is an algebraic 
integer, and the smallest known value greater than four is ( 5 + Vl3 )/2 [HSJ.
Another major problem in the index theory for subfactors is that of determining all 
subfactors of the hyperfinite type II j factor with a given value of index. This leads to
the introduction of finer invariants, which we now describe. Let N be a subfactor of a 
finite factor M, then starting with the tower (2.8), one can form the tower
C l  = N' o  N c  N‘ n  Mq c  N' n  M | c  N 'n  M2 £  ... , 
which is called the derived tower [GHJ]. The von Neumann algebra N' n  M^,
k = 1,2,... is finite dimensional, with dimension bounded above by [M:N]k. For 
k -  1,2,... , N' n  , also contains the the unit, and projections e j , . . . ^ .  Thus
the derived tower determines an AF algebra B, and by [GHJ.O], it is known that 
B = A (D , where T is a connected, bipartite graph of norm [M :N ]^ , with a 
distinguished vertex *. The graph T is a conjugacy invariant for the pair N c  M, 
and is called the principal graph. The depth of the pair N c  M, is defined to be the 
radius of the graph T from *. For a pair of type II j factors, with index less than four,
the principal graph has to be a Dynkin diagram of type A-D-E, and so the pair will be
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of finite depth. If the pair is of finite depth, and the index is equal to four, then the 
principal graph has to be an extended Dynkin diagram of type A-D-E.
Consider the diagram
P -» M
f  T (2.15).
Q -» N
where M, N, P, Q, are finite von Neumann algebras, and the arrows denote unital 
inclusions. Suppose that there is a faithful, normal trace, Tr on M, and let E ^ , Ep, 
and Eq  be the trace preserving conditional expectations onto N, P, and Q 
respectively. The diagram (2.15) is called a commuting square [PP.GHJ] if 
EPEN -  e q .
Let B = be a unital AF algebra, and let Tr be an extremal, faithful, positive
trace on B. Let ji denote the GNS representation of B with respect to Tr. Then the 
weak closure, M, of 7t(B) is isomorphic to the hyperfinite type II j factor. Now let
C ■ uC j, be a unital AF algebra, and suppose that the diagram
(2.16)
commutes, for all k, in the ordinary sense, where the arrows denote unital inclusions. 
Then it follows that there is a unital inclusion j: C —» B. If the restriction of trace to 
j(C) is extremal, then the weak closure, N, of x(j(C)) will be a subfactor of M. The 
index of N in M, [M:N], satisfies the inequality [PPJ
[MrN]*1 2  Lim^sup X(Bk: C^J.
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for all k, where Eg^, and E ^  denote the trace preserving conditional
expectations onto and respectively, then
(M:N]‘ l = Lim M Bk : Ck] .
One way of classifying subfactors of the hyperfinite type II j factor R, is by finite 
dimensional approximation, as above. The following Theorem states that this is 
possible in the finite depth case.
Theorem [O.P]. Let N c  M, be a pair of hyperfinite type II j factors, with finite 
index, and finite depth. Then the tunnel of subfactors may be chosen so that
N = u  N ^ n  N W,
__________ w
M -  u  N ^ o  M ,
where w denotes weak closure. Moreover the diagram
Nk + ln  N Nk + I n  M
t  T
N ^n N —» N ^ n  M
is a commuting square of finite dimensional C*-algebras for all k, and there is a k^, 
such that the diagram for kQ completely determines all subsequent diagrams, and 
hence the pair N c  M.
Thus the problem of classifying subfactors o f finite index, and finite depth, reduces
to that of classifying commuting squares of multimatrix algebras. This Theorem was
originally announced by Ocneanu [O], with the additional assumption of trivial relative
commutant, and used by him to classify subfactors of R with index less than four.
Such subfactors will be irreducible, and of finite depth, and there is one with principal
graph A„, for n -  3,4,... , and D , . fo r n ■ 2,3.......  and there are twon zn
anticonjugate, but non-conjugate for the Eg, and Eg graphs.
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S3. The dimension group of A(r).
Lei r  be an infinite connected graph with distinguished vertex *. For certain 
graphs r , we will define a family of polynomials {Qy }, indexed by the vertices v
of r. These give a family of Markov traces on A(T). which will be used to determine 
the dimension group of A(r>-
If A is the incidence matrix of T, we will aim to find a family {<|>v : v e 1^°^} of 
rational functions in an indeterminate x satisfying
= X  A(v,w)<t>w (3.1).
* ,  - 1  (3.2).
Lemma 3.1.
Consider the graph T “  Tp q ^  with p £ q £ 1 , and * = 0 (see Figure 1). Then 
functions {<J>y } satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) exist and are unique. They are 
♦r »S r. O S r S p - l
♦ p - V q - l 'V «
♦ f ' W z - r V ^ q r  if q i 2 ’ P S rS P  + q ' 2
♦ r - » V l  '♦ r - 2> r i p  <3-3>'
where Sn e Z[x] are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind satisfying
Sr - * Sr - l - Sr-2- SQ - ‘ ' S- l * °  <34)
Proof:
We have <J>Q = 1, by (3.2), and for v = 1, we have by (3.1) <J)j = x<>Q = x. Note 
that if {Xn}n=o >s a set of rational functions satisfying
(3-5)>
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xR thenfor n ■ 2,..... N and initial conditions, XQ = R- X \ -  
Xn-R S„.
Thu, since bD-  1. ♦ , ■*, «id «Isoby (3.1)
for i ■ 2.......p - 1 . we have
♦j - S,. i - 0,1.2....... p - 1
Similarly if b ^ j  -  R. dien b ^ ,  -  ’‘♦ p ^ J  ‘  *R'
r -  i  - 2
Consequently from (3.6) we see that
+-------  X, *  RS , r - 0 , . . . , q - 2Tp+q-2-r r
To determine R we note from (3.1) that
*p ‘ *p+i * V »
But bp -  RSq 2. b ^ - R S , . , .  V l ' V l '  lhU!
RV l ’ R(xS<l-2 ' S<H) ’ SP- 1
R * s P- i/sq-i
On the infinite arm of the graph we have
* V i“ V 2+V * p
and so
*p -  * V i  '  V *  • *p * xSp-i '  s p-2 '  s q-2 s p-i/s q i
* Sp ’ Sq-2Sp -l/Sq-l = Sp+q-l/Sq l 
Here we have used the identity
p+q-i p q-2 P '1
(3.6).
(3.7) .
(3.8) .
(3.9) .
(3.10).
(3.11) .
(3.12) ,
(3.13) .
(3.14) ,
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which follows from interpreting Sj as the characteristic polynomial o f A-. The
remainder is clear.
Let ( t v ) be a family of rational functions associated to a graph T, satisfying (3.1) 
and (3.2). Then we define, for v e  1^°^:
( ty t)  -  x ^ w\ ( x )  (3.15),
where t -  x'^. Then for r  * Tp q oa, p £ q ^  2 
Qr = Pf O S rS p -1
Qp ~ V  tPp-ipq-2/pq-i *  Pp+<|-1/Pq-1 
< W +1' P pp - l W 2 - r / Pq-I- <tf <**2> P * r S p + q - 2  
Q r“ Qr-l tQr-2> r * P  + 1 (3.16),
where Pr e Zft], r  « 0,1,2,...... are defined by
Pr( t ) - x ‘rSr(x) (3.17),
with I = x-2, and are the Jones’ polynomials [J]:
Pr - Pr .l lPr-2- Po *  '•  P-1 (3.18).
Lemma 3.2.
For p,q £ 3, Pq j I Pp j in Z(t] if, and only if q I p.
Proof:
The zeros of P„ are {(4 cos2 )**} ^  , and Pn I Pm if, and only if the
zeros of P„ are a subset of those for P . Thus if P . |p  ., then ^-= for some n m q- 1 p-1 q p
integer s, 1 £ s £ [(p - l)/2], i.e. p = sq, and so q I p. Conversely, if q I p, then
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[Q-lj (£ ^
the set { k /q } ^  is clearly contained in the set { r /p } ^  . Hence the zeros of Pq l
are also zeros of P„ and so P„ , I P„ ,.p-1  q-1  p-1
Lemma 3.3.
(0)
Q (t) e Z£[t] for all v e T , if and only if q = 2, or q I p. v p.q.oo
Proof:
In the first place, if q = 2, then Pq l » 1, and so clearly Qy e 7L[i] for all v, 
since P ^ e  2Z[t] for all k. Now if q lp , then since j I Pp j we see that
^ p  ** Pp * ^ q ^ ^ p - l^ q - l  e 
and
for r = p,...,p + q - 2. Then in view of the recurrence relation
Q r - Q r - l 'Q r -2
for r 2 p + l ,  and the fact that Qp_|.Q p e  Z[t], we have Qf e  Z[t] for all 
r t  p - 1 .
Conversely, if Qy(t) 6 Z[t], for all v, we see by examining Q -, that
Pq - J Pp -ll>p+q-2-r f0t r * P -  .P “ 1 ' 2' but if q > 2 , Pq , docs not
divide Pq 3 since deg P^ ^ < deg P^ j. Then since P^ -j and P^ j have no 
common zeros, P^ j I Pp j and so by the above lemma q I p.
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Lemma 3.4.
Let (Qv ) be the rational functions associated with the graph Tp(Joo for P ^q - 
Let yT,y ' denote the smallest zero and second smallest zero respectively of for
r *  p.
(») Q /0 ) « 1 for r i p .
is strictly decreasing and converges to
(c) The zeros of Qr lie in the interval [Yr.°°) for r £ p. the poles (if any) lie in the 
interval (y '.°°).
for rip
Proof:
Let Sr= j$ r, for r ^ p .  Then 5 p= S p ^  j is the characteristic polynomial of 
the graph Ap+q_j. and we claim that for r> p ,  is the characteristic polynomial 
\  of the graph Tp q r .p+,. In the first place, Sq l» p+ , ,  Sq. , * p+2 are the 
characteristic polynomials of the graphs Tp q 2 and Tp ^ ^ respectively, by 
inspection. Moreover by expansion of the determinant defining Af we have
Af = xAf j - Af 2. for r £ p + 3 (3.19).
But satisfies the same recurrence relation (3.19) for r £ p + 3 as does Ar- Hence 
since Sp+j = Ap+j and = Ap+2 wc have for r ^  P + L Thus the
polynomials 2^ r for r £ p are the characteristic polynomials of an ascending sequence 
of subgraphs of Tp ^ ^
Ap+q-lc T p.q,2c T p.q.3= “
Since the incidence matrices are self-adjoint, all the roots of Ar are real, and if Pr
is the largest root, it is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the corresponding incidence 
matrix, and all the roots of Ar lie in [-P^Pj]. Moreover if p ' is the second largest
root, then we have the interlacing property [CDS, Theorem 0.10, pl9]:
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for r £ p (3.20).
The above sequence of graphs is strictly increasing and so the sequence (Pr i r^p 
strictly increasing and converges to Xp ^ = | | Tp q m  II, where 2 £ Xp ^ £ 3. Note 
also that the sequence (P'J is also increasing by interlacing.
We now show that Pf > P '+ j for r ^  P- Thus* suppose Pn = P„+ j for 
some n ^  p + 1. Then we have
0 ■ V l  ^ i i+ 1* “  P’n+1 2 n ^n+ l*  '  Sn-1 '^n+l*
But Pn > P n_ |. where Pn j is the largest root of 2 n j , giving a contradiction. It 
remains to show that Pp > Pp+j. For this, note that
V f  * V  V i
where Sp j ■ Sq_|Sp j, which has 2 cos(^) as its largest root. Then if 
Pp + 1 = 2  cos(j^j-) = pp we again obtain a contradiction. Hence we have
Pr+i < Pr  < Pr+1 for*n
Now when p = q, <J>p = S jp j/S p  j e  Z[x], with largest root Pp = 2 cos
and second largest root 2 cos(^), less than Pp. In addition (J>r e  7L[x], for all r £  p, 
with largest root Pr, and second largest root less than or equal to P ', and all zeros lie in 
the interval [-Pr,PrJ. Suppose that p > q. For r £ p, and so the
poles of <|>r will be a subset of the roots of j . Now 2 cos(^) is the largest zero 
°f Sq j, and all its zeros are simple and lie in the interval I = [ -2 cos(n/q), 2
cos(jt/q) J. Now, 2/(p + q) < 1/q, and so Pp = 2 cos(^^) > 2 cos(^). Hence p ' £
Pp > 2 cos(|), for all r £ p. Hence I c  (-P '.Pp, and the largest, and second largest 
roots of <j>r are Pr, and P' respectively, for r £  p.
By inspection Qp(0) « 1 » Qp+1(0), and since Q,.- Q,.., - 1 Qr 2, for r ^ p  + 2, 
we see that Qr(0) « 1 for all r £  p. Thus if a is a zero of Qf for r  £  p, then a * 0,
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and from Q ^t) -  x*r$r(x), t -  x '2, we see that b -  a * is a zero of 0f. Conversely,
.2if b *  0  is a  zero of ^  then b is a zero of Then if p > q since 
Pr > P ' > 2cos(x/q) for r £ p, we see that the smallest and second smallest roots 
of are yr ■ p*2, and y ' -  |5'j2 respectively, that the zeros of Qf are real and lie
_2
in the interval [Yr.°°) and that the poles lie in the interval [(2 cos x/q) ,••) where
Yr  < (2 cos ^-)"2.When p * q, has no poles, and the smallest zero of Qf is Yr *
-2 -2(ir , and the second smallest is y'T i  p' f  . Thus the lemma follows from the 
preceding with yp q = *.p^ q , and Yr ■ (*,2. r i p .
Lem m a 3.S .
Let {Qy J be the rational functions associated with the graph ^ oo, p i q i  1. 
Then
(0)
(t i  0 : Qy(t) i  0, Vv € Tp q J  « [O.Yptql. (3 21).
P roof:
For q * 1, Tp | <#* A^, and so recall from [J] that
(t i  0 : Pn(t) > 0, n = 0,1,2,...) -  l O.jJ (3.22).
Note also that g  £ Yp q ^ J- Then since Qj = Pj for 0 £  i £  p - 1 we see that 
Qj(t) > 0  for t e [0,Yp q] and 0 £ i £  p - 1. Also for p £ r £ p + q - 2, we have
Q f - r+ l-p V l W - r ' P, - l  <«*>
which is strictly positive on the interval (0,Yp q ] and Qp (0) = 0. Moreover, by 
Lemma 3.4, the zeros and poles of {(^ : r i  p) lie in the interval (Yp q,°°), and then 
since Qj.iO) *  1, these rational functions are strictly positive on the interval [0,Yp q).
Hence the right hand side of (3.21) is contained in the left hand side.
For the reverse inclusion, we take p > yp q, and we show that there exists some 
(0 )v e T p , such that Qy(p) < 0. There are four cases to consider:
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By lemma 3.4, Yn ^ Yp q and so we can choose, n £  p + 1, such that Yn < ¿1 £ Yn_j» 
Then by the interlacing property 3.4(d), we have Yn < Yn. j  < l'n But Yn is the 
smallest root of Qn and Qn(0) -  1. Thus Qn is positive on [0,Yn) and so
Qn(lO < 0.
Cii) Tp<t»<Tfp-
Again since Qp(0) = 1, we have QpOl) <0.
Cm) Y p i|i<  1 .
Suppose that p > q, then we have (q + p)/2 < p. Thus
root of Qp j, and Qj is the Jones polynomial Pj for i » 0 , l ....p-1, and so we can
use an argument similar to (a) to show that there i s a n r ,  0 £ r  £ p - 1 such that 
Q r (n) < 0.
(iv) |1 2  1.
If p = q = 2, then (^ (t)  = 1 - 2t, so (^(lO < 0.
If p * 3, q = 2, then Q3(l) = P4(t) •  1 - 31 + I2, so Q jd )  < 0; also Q j(i) - 1 - 1,
so Q2OO < 0  for > 1 .
If p = 3. q = 3. then Q3 = P^/P j = 1 - 3t, so Q3(n) < 0.
If p > 3, then Q3(t) = 1 - 2t, so Q3(n) < 0.
The vertices of the graph Tp ^  oo, are labelled as in figure 3.
If p = q, then Yp -  (2 cos 0 )'2 > (2 cos ^ )*2. But (2 cos (Jt/p))’2 is the smallest
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( 0 .0 )  .
Figure 3 : f  p 2 . .
We associate to each vertex (v,n) of Tp q oo> the polynomial
Q(v,n)(,) * t(n'd(v)y2Qv(t) (3.24)
where d is the distance function on T „„ . Thus our notation is consistent with the
p.q.~
embedding of Tp ^ ^  in Tp ^ oo. Also for a connected graph T, and v e  we
let P^iv) denote the set of paths of length k from v . For i e P^iv), let r(i) 
denote the endpoint. Note that since T is connected there is at least one 
2i e  P (v) such that r(i) = v.
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Lem m a 3.6.
Consider the graph Tp q ««• for P ^ q = 2, with associated 
polynomials (Q,v n ) : (v.n) < ).
(a) The polynomials iQ^v n )} satisfy the following splitting rules:
(0)
(b) The linear span over 7L of the set of polynomials {Q^y : (v,n) € Tp 2 „  ) *s
*W .
(c) If p is even, then for each fixed k, the set of polynomials associated to level 
2k + 1 of Tp j  ^  are linearly independent over 7L. If p is odd, those associated
with level 2k are linearly independent over TL.
<d> (,,)W  X / w »
where Z  means that we omit the vertex v exactly once from the summation.
Proof:
(a) is clear.
(b) and (c): Suppose p is even, then there are k + 1 vertices on level 2k + 1 of 
Tp 2 oo. We prove that if the monomials {t ) jLo ^  *n * c *‘near sPan over 2K o f the
polynomials associated with level 2k + 1 of Tp 2 ^ or *cvc* 1 *s clear), then 
are in the corresponding linear span for level 2k + 3 of Tp 2 oc- This is
enough to establish (b) and (c) by induction . Suppose that for level 2k + 1 we have
■j * ? * j i < W 2 l c + l)  i - 0 , .2 ." k  <3 25>
where aj f € z  Then using the splitting rules, we express each 
polynomial Q(2f+l,2k+l) *n (3.25) as a sum of the polynomials associated with level
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2k + 2, then we repeat to get each of those on level 2k ♦ 2, as a sum of those on level 
2k ♦ 3. We also have
lk+1 - o1 V il
,k+l .
*(1.2k+3)
and so the set >s >n the desired linear span. The case when p is odd is
similar.
(d) If (u,v) e T ^  , we write u ~  v if (u,v) c  T  ^  1 . Then from thep.q.*- p,*.—
definitions of the polynomials © we have
e P2(v)
),* -  (X2 ■ D t . - x l i  <|>„)-<(>„ > Z  I¿ V V U~v u V U~V W~l
1 Qv(t) -  x d<v)*v(x), where l = x '2. and so
'W v .n ) -  t (n-d(v)V2 Q^Qv -  X
-n-2 . A _
♦ 2»v
.  < - -2 Z . d ( , | Q J . ) -  z '  1w w we P fy )
Z 6 = X ©yw vTw
W€ PZ(V)
Q(w,n+2)(t)-
Let Fn ■ A(Tp j  denote the finite dimensional algebra corresponding to level 
n of the Bratteli diagram of A(Tp ^ «*) anc* jn : "H* ^n+1 tbc corrcsP°nd>ng
inclusion. Thus if p is even is isomorphic to Z*c+l, and we can
define maps 02k+l : Ko^F2k+l* by
k
(3.26)®2k+ ll(* i W  -  j5 ) *j Q(2j+ I.2k+1) 
which are injective by Lemma 3.6(c). It follows from Lemma 3.6(a) that the diagram
K° (W .  a .
2k+l
2k+3
Z [ t)
02k+l (3.27)
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is commutative, where (n = ^ 0 ^ + 2  ° hk+l^ ' Hcncc usin8  Lemma 3.6(b) we have
an isomorphism
8~  : 4 5  K0(F2k+1 >3 K0(A(TPi2f J >  * M  (3.28).
The case, p odd is similar, we have an isomorphism:
e~  : 4 ^  Ko(F2k) 3  K0(A(TpA  -» (3.29).
We now characterize the polynomials in Z[t] corresponding to the positive cone of
Ko<A(Tp ,2 .-»  W el«
R - f a I ^ r J, ) l - ™ 3 l!o(AV - ,)  (3 30)
R+ -  I ta *  (Q(r n)| s  K0(A(Tp 2 _ ))+ (3.31)
Then R is a ring with an additively closed subset R+ satisfying
R+ - R+ -  R. R+ r» (-R+) -  (0) (3.32),
so that considered as a group, (R,R+) is partially ordered. Since (R,R+) is a 
dimension group it is unperforated. Note also that 1 = £ R+, and using
Lemma 3.6(a), we can express Q^q as a linear combination of polynomials 
associated to level n of Tp ^ >n which each polynomial occurs with a positive 
integer coefficient, for all n^O . Thus 1 « Q(0 Q) is an order unit in (R,R+), i.e. 
for all P e  R+, there exists k € N such that k . l - P e  R+. Later we will show that 
R+R+ C  R+. so that (R,R+) is in fact a partially ordered commutative ring. 
Let Q e R+, then Q = ^  a(r n) Q(r n)» with a(r n )€ T*1“5 either Q = 0 
or Q(t) > 0  for t e (O.Yp jl- We will show that this property characterizes R+, and 
consequently  that K0 ( A ( T p 2 -  »  ** an ordered ring.
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Lemma 3.7.
Let C be a subset of Z[t], with l e  C such that (Z[t].C) is an ordered group 
and tC c C ,  ( l - t ) C c C .  Then every normalized extremal state on (7Z.[\\,C) is a 
ring homomorphism.
Proof:
Let 0 be a normalized (i.e $ 0 )  *  1) extremal state. Put <p(P) = $(t P), f° r  P e  
TL\\\. Then since tC c C ,  <p is a state on (Z(t],C). Suppose P € C, then (1 - t)P  
£ 0 , i.e. P £ tP  and so <>(P) S 0(t P) = (p(P). Hence <p is a positive homomorphism 
dominated by <J>, but <J> is extremal and so there exists a real non-negative number X 
such that = q>. Thus since $ is normalized we have
x - x + ( l ) - f < l ) * « t . l ) - « t )  (3.33).
It follows inductively from (3.33) that <t>(tn) * Xn for all n £ 0, hence <|>(P) = P(X) 
for all P € m i)-
Corollary 3.8.
If (J> is a normalized extremal state on KQ(A(Tp ^ <„))> 0(P) = p (X) for
some X e  [0,Yp ^  anil a"  p € KQ(A(Tp 2 oo^ =
Proof:
It is clear from the definition of R+ that tR+ c  R+ ; moreover (1 - t )R+ C R+ 
by Lemma 3.6(d). Since t 6 R+, we have <|>(t) = X £ 0. Moreover Qy e  R+ 
for all v s  T<0* , and so *(Q„) = QJX)  2 0. Hence X s  (O.v , ]  by Lemmap,Z,o° V v p ,^
3.5.
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Theorem 3.9.
K0(A(Tp 2  00»  s  ^ 1*1' and Kq(A (T j  corresponds under this
isomorphism to the set
{0} u  (Q e Zlt]  : Q(X) > 0 for X € (0.yp 2U-
Proof:
It remains to show that if Q e  TL\t] and Q(X)>0 for X e  (O.Yp then Q  *s a 
linear combination of the polynomials (Q^y nj : (v,n) e ^ ^ } with non-negative
integer coefficients. We can write Q(t) * t ^ Pft ), for some non-negative integer 
k, where P(X) > 0  for all X e  21• ^ct $  be any normalized extremal state on 
KQ(A(Tp j  „„))■ Then by Corollary 3.8, $(P) = P(X) for some X 6 (O.Yp jl . and so 
<KP) > 0. It follows from [GH,G] that P is in K0(A(Tp j  .*))+ and hence so
is Q * lkP.
Corollary 3.10.
KQ(A(Tp 2 , J )  is a partially ordered ring, for p 2  2. In particular. Corollary
3.10 says that there exist non-negative integers for a.jj.y e T* ^  such that
ap
A special case of this has already been verified in Lemma 3.6(d).
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§4. Embeddings.
Let T be a graph with incidence matrix A « [AywJ where the number of edges
adjacent to a vertex is finite. We will consider the problem of concretely describing 
embeddings of A(An) in A(T*) for some 2 £ n £ ••. From }3, we see that this is 
related to the question of expressing the generators of K0(A(Aw)) namely the 
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Sn (associated to the graph A ^  as linear 
combinations of the rational functions ($y : v € r ^ }  associated to the graph T, 
with non-negative integer coefficients.
Let V(T) denote the free module over TL, generated by the vertices of T 
identifying an element a € V(T) as a = (ay), ay e TL, v e  We let V(r>+ be
the positive cone generated by the vertices. If T is locally finite the incidence 
matrix A acts on V(r>- We seek a sequence an = (any) in V(T)+ with
.. <4l)
We claim that the an's can be found from the recurrence relations for (Sn) and 
(♦y) as follows. In the first place SQ « ^  = 1, and so we can take i Qt ■ 1. Next
we use the recurrence relations
*S,n (4.2)
to see that if aQ..... an are given, then
(4.3)
and so
(4.4).
Thus we can take
*n+l =A* n » n - l  f o r n * ° (4.5)
with a |  = 0. The calculation (4.5) is illustrated in figure 4 for T = Em.
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1\ ,
Figure 4
The numbers appearing in level n of give the coefficients any of the polynomial 
4»v (corresponding to vertex v in E ^ )  in the expansion of the Chebyshev 
polynomial Sn. Note that if n is even (respectively odd) then only $y with d(v) 
even (respectively odd) and d(v) £ n occurs in the expansion of Sn- This can be seen 
inductively to hold from (4.5) for any connected graph where there are no cycles
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of odd length. One obtains the coefficients at level n + 1 by pushing forward on 
Ê_ those on level n to level n + l, then adding the values obtained at each vertex of
level n + l ,  and then subtracting the number from the same vertex on level n - 1 . 
The question then arises of whether an> as defined above by (4.5) lie in V(r)+ (i.e. 
whether any £ 0  for all n,v). If aR in V (r)  satisfy a_j « 0 ,  i j  -  1, and 
an-f j ■ Aan - an j, then aR satisfy the same recurrence relation as the Chebyshev 
polynomials Sn and so an * Sn(A) aQ for n £ 0. It is thus important to know 
when Sn(A )^0. Here a linear map T = (TvwJ, between V (Fj) and VfTj) is said 
to be positive, written T £ 0  if T maps V (F j)+ into V i^ ) .^  or equivalently 
Tvw* 0. for all v,w.
Lem m a 4.1.
Let r  be a finite bipartite connected graph. Then:
(a) If 11A11 < 2, then Sm(A) g 0 for m = 0.1,2.....(-1, and Sf  (A) = 0 where
i s  2 is given by IIA li=  2  cos(a/(f+l)).
(b) If IIA Ms 2, then Sm (A)gO for all m -  0.1,2.......
Proof:
A. Let xQ e  V(H and define xfi = Sn(A)xo, and x Then n
(4.6)
where = A if n is odd, and A^ if n is even. Similarly
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n i l ,  u_j = 0 (4.7).u_ « A„u . - u
We recall from Hamachi [H], as AAT is irreducible, that if X denotes the largest 
Teigenvalue of AA then:
(a) If X is strictly less than 4, then X = 4 cos^n/(f + 1) for some t  i  2, and if
Vq ^ 0, then Vj ^  0.... v^ j ^  0 and ■ 0.
(b) If X i  4, and Vq *  0, then vm ^  0 for all m.
Since the maximum eigenvalue of ATA is also X, the sequence (un) will have the 
same behaviour as (vn). Thus the lemma follows, by taking xQ to be an arbitrary 
vertex of T.
Lemma 4.2.
Let T be a locally finite infinite connected bipartite graph. Then Sm(A) ^  0 for
all i n - 0, 1,2......
P roof:
Fix an arbitrary vertex u of T, and let du(w) denote the distance of any vertex w
in T from u. Let Tn denote the subgraph of V consisting of all vertices of distance
less than or equal to n from u, and all edges in T joining these vertices. Let Afi
be the incidence matrix of r n, and extend Afi to an operator An on V(r> by setting
S .v  -  0 if v c r i 0), S v -  Av if v « r i0). We claim that n n n n
S iA)u = S J A J u  for m = 0,l,2,...,n. m m n
This is clear for m = 0,1. Now Sm is a polynomial of degree m. Thus if 
0 £  m < n, we have
Sm<Sn>u 6 span {v e r*0 ) : duCv) <. m}.
Since Av = Arv if du(v) < n we then have
ASn,<S n>" * S nSm<Sn,u for 0 £ m < "
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Then for 0  £ m < n, we see inductively that if S^(A)u * S-(An)u holds for 
i ■ 0,1 ,2 ....,m then
Snw l< S n>“  -  V n A . *  - V l < S „>“  *  '  Sm-l<S n>“
"  -  Sm+,(A)u.
We apply the previous lemma to the subgraph r R. If 11 Tn 11 < 2, 
then 11 r n 11 = 2 cos Jt/m for some m. But Tn has An+j as a subgraph, 
and from II An+. | | i  H r  | |  we deduce that m 2 n  + 2. Then by Lemma
4.1(a) we deduce that Sf(An)u £ 0 for r  « 0.... n and in particular
Sn(An)u £  0. We have already observed that Sn( £ n)u * Sn(A)u, and as 
Sn<Sn) , |- Sr.i<An)u- we have Sn(A)u > 0. It only remains to consider the 
case II Tn II 2  2, in which case S f(A n )u > 0 for all r  and so 
Sn(A)„ -  Sn(S n)u $  0.
Lemma 4.3.
Let Tj and r j  be locally finite, infinite, bipartite graphs, with distinguished 
vertices *1 and *2, distance functions dj and c^, and incidence matrices Aj 
and A2 respectively. Suppose that (<py : v e l i 0)) and (xw : w e r<j0 ) | are
rational functions associated to the graphs satisfying:
v s  r f 1 (4.8)
»xw - a2xw (4.9)
and cp, -  X , -  1- 
1 2
Suppose that |a wy v e  r^0*} are non-negative integers satisfying:
<410> f y - S '- a v * »  whOT <*wv>w liein V' r 2>+
(4.11) *wv = 0  if djfw) > d,(v).
(4.12) awy = 0 if dj(w) - dj(v) ■ 1 mod 2.
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(4 .13) •2-
Then if  the rational functions ( j^ )  are linearly independent over Z , A « I*w v l 
defines a positive linear map of V(Tj) into VCTj) satisfying:
(4.14) A has no rows or columns zero, and is column finite.
(4.13) A maps an even (respectively odd) vertex v of Tq  ^ into a linear
combination of even (respectively odd) vertices w of with (^(w) £ dj(u).
(4.16) AAj « AjA.
(4.17) A * i - * 2 .
Conversely, if (4.14) - (4.17) hold for some positive linear map A « I*w y] ° f  
V (Tj) into ViTj) and there is an unique solution (4y ) to (4.8), subject to 0*^ * 1,
then (4.10) • (4.13) hold.
P roo f:
Suppose (4.10) - (4.13) hold. Then from (3.1) we have 
’“’■v * £ * w v x*w -  A2 <“•*> ^  ^  <1 4 2 <“•"> *wv> Xu
Moreover
x9y -  Z  A , (».»> 9 S » Z  A , (s,v) Z  , as xu -  Z  ( Z . us A , (I.V)) x„.
Thus if (Xy) are linearly independent we deduce AAj ® A2A. Similarly if (4.14)-
(4.17) hold, then we have
* < £ ‘ wv*w> -  * 2  (u-w) *u -  5 (S V “-w )lwv>Xu
Hence assuming uniqueness of the solution to x$y = £  A j(s,v) 0$. we deduce that 
(4.10) holds. The remainder of the lemma is clear.
L e m m a  4.4.
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Let Tj and r 2 be two connected locally finite graphs with distinguished vertices 
*1 and *2 respectively.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) There exists a positive linear map A : V(Tj) -♦ V(T2) such that
(i) AAj -  A2A
(ii) A is column finite (i.e. only a finite number of non-zero entries in each 
column), and has no rows, or columns zero.
(tit) A*i ■ *2-
(b) There exist unital embeddings j n : A(Fj)n —> A(T2)n such that the following 
diagrams commute:
and the graph for the embedding jn is a subgraph of the graph of jn+2 obtained by 
removing the new vertices on level n + 2, and all edges adjacent to them.
If (b) holds, then we reconstruct the matrix A = [awy] by letting awy be the 
number of edges in the graph of the embedding jn : A (Tj)n -» A (r2)n for any n 
large enough such that (v,w) are vertices of the graph of j n- If (a) holds with 
A = [awy] we construct for each n a graph jR with vertices obtained by taking the
A ir , )2 n+1
Proof:
vertices (f*j)n u  (f“2)n at the nth levels of those of P'j and f 'j , with a> 
between w in (f),) and v in (T.) . The dimensions of the factors of A(
r , „ ( f , ) „ n f , 1%,  edges i n l n i x wv
f ^  f"j n- T j ) n and 
A(T2 )n are given by the components of a"  *i , A 2 *2 respectively. Since
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AA j *1 = A 2 *2» wc see that j n defines a unital embedding of A (r j)n in A(T 
and as AAj = the diagram in (b) commutes.
T h eo rem  4.5.
Let T be a connected locally finite bipartite graph with distinguished vertex *. 
Define am in V(T) by
• m - V ^ o ^ m - r V l
• o - * .  M - °
(a) If II A ll < 2 , then 11 All = 2 cos(x/(n + 1)], aQ £ 0...... an _j £  0,
an = 0, and there is an inclusion of graph algebras j : A(An) —> A(H given
by the matrix A = 1*0.... V i l -
(b) If 11 A11 £ 2, then am £ 0 for all m, and there is an inclusion of graph
algebras j: AfA^) —» A(T) given by the matrix A = [&Q,a ,^a2.... ]•
P ro o f:
The formula
A *n * V l + V n
says that A = [a0>a j .... ] satisfies AA = AACA^). The result then follows from
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4.
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55. T h e  dim ension g ro u p  o f A (H  for a  fin ite  g rap h  T .
We now modify the argument of section 3 to calculate the dimension groups of 
the finite graphs Tp p £ q, q = l , 2, r ^ 2 , (note that = Ap+r-l)*
p-1 p p+1 p+r-2
P
Figure 5 :
Let {(^(t) ¡ v e T p ^ )  be the polynomials associated to the infinite graph T p ^ ^ . 
As before let
R -  ; <,-n) e *  p °q ,- ' *  «*>•
Now let I be the ideal in R generated by Q(p+r_i o) = ^p+r-1’ anc* denote by R 
the quotient ring R /I. For f(t) e  Z[t], we write f for its image f + I in R /I . The 
set {l,t ,...,t  } forms a basis of R, considered as a Z-module where
d = degQp+r j, and R = Z (t) .
We associate to each vertex (v,n) of Tp ^^ the element ° f  the ring R.
L em m a 5.1.
Consider the graph T p * q. q
<9(v .n): (v 'n) '
f (° >  ,
1 ,2, with associated set
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(a) The set {(^v njJ satisfies the following splitting rules:
^ v . n ) - 5 i<V'W)S * .n + l) 
where A is the incidence matrix for the graph T ^ ^ .
(b) The linear span over TL of the set >n R. is the whole of R (=Z[t]).
(c) If p is even, then for each fixed k, the elements of R associated to level 2k + 1 
of f p2oo are linearly independent over TL. If p is odd, those associated with level
2k are independent over TL.
M> (1 - • ) ^ yJ1) -  ie^ , v)^r<i),n+2)
where X means we omit the path with endpoint the vertex v exactly once from the 
summation.
Proof:
(a) and (d) follow immediately from Lemma 3.6.
(b) and (c): First note that if p is even (or q = 1) then deg Qp+r_i + \ ----~J
for r  2  p + 1, and if p is odd then deg Qp+r.j = + \  + *] for r ^  p + 1. Now
suppose p is even. If r is even, then p + r - 3  = 2 d - l ,  where d = degQ p + r j ,
and if r  is odd then p + r - 2  = 2 d - l .  We know that for k £ d - 1 there are k + 1 
vertices on level 2k + 1 °f T  p q oo* an<^  hcncc T  p ^  r- Also the set {t^ }jt=o *s *n
the linear span over TL of the polynomials associated with level 2k + 1. Thus {t ^ )jLo
are in the linear span over TL of the set i ^ v 2k+l)^ associated to level 2 k +1 
of T p q r , for k £ d - 1. In particular when r  is even ( r  odd), on level 
p + r - 3 = 2d - 1 (p + r  - 2 = 2d - 1 respectively) there are d vertices, and 
the linear span over TL of the set will contain {t and so will be
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Z[tJ- The same will be true for levels 2k + 1, for k £  d - 1. The case when p is 
odd is similar.
It follows from the preceding Lemma, using a similar argument to that in section 3, 
that for q = 1,2
UnX  I S , * )  ■ <’ •” ) *  C 1 -  *•*■' S Ko(A(Tp ^ >  
and that the positive cone Ko(A(Tp q r))+ may be identified with R+ where
We now characterise the elements of Z(t] corresponding to the positive 
cone of K0(A(Tm j )>.
It is clear that (R,R+) is a partially ordered, unperforated abelian group. Also using 
a similar argument to section 3 one can show that 1 = C^q is an order unit. 
Also t R+ eR+, by definition, and (1 - t )R+ e R+, by Lemma 5.1. Then by a slight 
modification of Lemma 3.7, we see that any extremal state on (R,R+) is multiplicative. 
Hence if $ is an extremal state on (R,R+), we have 4K0 = X, for some X e R .
But t € R+, and so X £ 0. Also, since ( ^ +r l = 0, Qp+r_j(k) = ♦ (^ ,+ r-i)  “  
and so X is a root of Qp+r ,. If *■ > Yp+r_p whcre yp + r l is the smallest 
root of Qp+r j ,  we see from the argument of Lemma 3.4, that there is v € Tp^ r
such that < 0. Bui Qv».) -  *<C(v 0)) 2 0 for all v €  T ®
Hence X = Yp+r_ j • Thus we have shown that (R,R+) has a unique extremal 
state, given by evaluation. Note that by truncation, and telescoping we can consider 
(R,R+) to be the limit of a simple stationary system, which by [E], has a
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unique extremal state. Thus, in the particular case T ■ T p ^  f, q = 1,2, we
have an independent verification of this result.
Now (♦v(0p+r_i))ve j(0) is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for the incidence 
PA*
matrix A of T^ ^  r, and so ♦v(Pp+r. i ) > 0  for each v €  T ^ ^  • it follows
from the definition of Qv(t), that QyiYp^.j) > 0  for each v e T ^  r • Hence the 
positive cone R+ is contained in the set
(f  ; f €  Z{t), f iY p + r .p x J lu « » .
Now suppose that f  # 0 is an element of this set, then if 0 is the extremal state on 
(R,R+) we have
* f ) “ f(V r - , ) > 0
and so by [GH,G], it follows that f € R+.
Theorem 5.2.
For p £ q, q ■ 1,2, r < •• we have
Ko<A<Tpf lJ »  s
where I is the ideal in Z(t], generated by Qp+r_ |. and ^ o ^ ^ p  q r^ +  
corresponds under this isomorphism to the set
(f  “ f + l ;  fOy) > 0 1  u  (0)
where Y - Nt ^ I I ’2.
Corollary 5.3.
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KQ(A(Tp q^)) is a partially ordered ring. In particular there exist non-negative 
integers aY for 0 ,0,y € _ such thatap
(5.1)
In section 4 we constructed embeddings of A(An) in A(T). where n was finite if
II r  11 < 2, and n » o* otherwise. We now examine these embeddings at the 
dimension group level in the case r  = Tp ^  (q «  1,2).
Recall from section 3 that K0(A(Aw)) = 7Z\t], and the positive cone can be
identified with the set
(Q e  Z [ t] ;Q A )> 0 . X e  ( 0 , j i ) u  {0).
Also, from Theorem 5.2 we have KQ(A(An)) = TL\t] /  I, where I is the ideal 
generated by the Jones polynomial Pn(t). The positive cone may be identified with the 
set
IQb Q + 1; Q(y) > 0 ) u  (0)
where y = 11 An II '2 » (2 cos (Jt/(n + l)))*2.
Suppose that Y  = Tp q f (q = 1,2), and 11 T11 £  2. Then since Ko(A(D) = Z[t]/J, 
where J is the principal ideal <Qp+r.j>  ¡n Z [t] , the quotient map onto Z [ t ] / J  
gives a surjective ring homomorphism 9 : K ^A fA ^)) -> KQ(A(r)) Note that ker 9 
= J. Since the positive cone of Kq(A(D) can be identified with the set
(Q =Q  + J;Q (Y )> 0) u {0)
where y * 11 Y II ‘ 2 c (0, - ) ,  the map 9  is positive, and since f £ ker 9 
4
implies f(Y) -  0, KC(A (A _ ) )+ n  ker 9  = (0). and <|>(K0(A (A _ ))+ ) is a subset of 
K0(A < r»+.
Then since Ko(A(T))+ is generated by the polynomials
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(5.2)
there are non-negative integers an a , a  € Tp^j r such that 
V  a ‘n a 9 a ’
for n » 0,1,2,... .
Now suppose that II F11 < 2, so T * A ^.D ^.E^.E^Eg as in Figure 6, and 
11 r  11 ■ 2 cos (x/(n + 1)) for some n ^  2.
A 0 1 2  3 n-3 n-2 n-1
Dr 0 1 2  3 n-3 n-2
E 0 1 2 3 4 n-3 n-2
' h  ...........-
Figure 6
Now K0(A(D) “  Z [ t ] / J  where J is the ideal generated by Qp+r j. One can 
check, by comparing Coxeter exponents of the graphs An> and T, that Qp+r_j I P„t 
and hence J *  (Qp+r.j )  2  (**„) = I- Thus the h^ P
4>:Z(t]/I -* Z t t l / J
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given by +(f) = f  is a suijecdve ring homomorphism, and its kernel is the ideal 
in Z(t] / 1 generated by j. And so from the identification of the positive cones, 
we have a positive map
4>:K0(A(An» —>K0(A (r))
such that
Ko(A(An))+ r ‘kcr* ~ (0)*
and
«Ko<A(A„ » +> - K 0(A< r» +.
Hence there are non-negative integers a ^ ,  a  € f , such that
*m“  o  ama (5.3)
for m * 0, 1,....n - 1 .
That these maps between dimension groups can be lifted to the algebra level is a 
consequence of Theorem 4.5. In fact one can obtain expansions (5.2) and (5.3) of Pm 
by taking the vectors am = (®m a)a  G V(T) as coefficients. Note also that the 
that occur in this expansion with non-zero coefficients are associated to level m of 
Tp q r- We illustrate this in Figures 7 - 1 0  for the cases T = E^, E^, Eg, E^
= T3 2 6- Thc graphs E^, E^, Eg have norm 2 cos jjj-, with m = 12, 18, 30 
respectively. Thus we have embeddings of A(Aj j), A(A j^ ), A(Aj^) in A(E^), 
A(E^), and A(Eg) respectively. The graph E^ has norm 2, and so we have an 
embedding of A fA ^ in A(E^).
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V N
, / v v
V N /
, / \ l
W
\ / A /
„ / \ y \\ / i \ /
Figure 7 A(A ! ,)  c  A(E6 )
Figure 9 A(A2 g ) «= A(EQ)

$6. F u sio n  Rules.
In a rational conformal field theory [V.MS1.MS2] with primary fields (+•} we 
have the formal product rule, or operator product expansion
(6.1)
where the non-negative integers Nj^ are known as the fusion rules. Since this 
product is associative, the algebra generated by the {+.} with this product will have a 
representation as linear operators. In fact the matrices Nj -  (Njk) ^  will afford such a 
representation, i.e.
N jN ^ E N jfc N . (6.2).
The matrices Nj are symmetric, mutually commuting, non-negative, and integral. 
Thus they will generate a commutative ring of symmetric matrices over TL, which 
when equipped with the positive cone
linN (Nj) (6.3)
will be a partially ordered subring of Mn(Z ) where n is the number of primary 
fields.
We will now show that for certain graphs T, one can use the rational functions 
{<|>v ; v e  r*0*) defined in section 3 to construct such families of matrices, and that the
ring they generate is 2Z[A], where A is the incidence matrix of T. It is then an easy 
matter to find a unitary matrix S that diagonalises the fusion rules [V,MS 1 ,MS2]. 
Exam ple 6 .1 .
Let T = An> then the incidence matrix is given by
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SO 1 X
1 0 1 
1 0
(6.4)
. 1
V 1 0 /
Now since II r |  I * 2 cos(x/n + 1), we know by Theorem 4.5 that the matrices 
Sj(A), j = 0,l,...,n-l, are non-negative and non-zero. It is clear also that they are 
symmetric and mutually commute. It follows immediately that they satisfy the formal 
product rule
n-1
St (A)S. (A) ■ Z  Njk s. (A) (6.5)J k  jk i
where Sj (A) = (Njk )£/=()• These arc. in fact, the same rules that occur in the Wess-
Zumino- Witten SU(2)n j model [GW]. Since the characteristic polynomial for A is 
Sn(x), it is easy to see that the ring generated over TL by the (Sj(A>) is Z[A]. 
Now Sn(x) has distinct zeros Pk = 2 cos(kx/(n+l)), k = l,2,...,n. Thus these are 
the eigenvalues for A, and the corresponding eigenvectors are given by
- <so(Pk).s,(Pk).....s „ , ( M t
for k = Thus the matrix
f  X1 x2 xn
[ l l * ! 11 • II X2 I I .......... I U n ll
is unitary, and diagonalises A, i.e.
S*AS = diag(P,.P2 .... Pn).
( 6.6)
The xk will also be eigenvectors of Sj (A), and so
Sj (A)xk - x j k)xk (6.7)
where xj1^  = Sj(Pk), for j = 0.—.n-1, k = l,...,n. Thus the same matrix S will 
diagonalise each Sj (A), and
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(6.8).S*Sj (A)S -  diag (Sj (P ,) .  Sj (P 2)...... Sj (pn ))
Note also that by (6.5) the eigenvalues Xj satisfy
(6.9)
for k s  1 ....J1, and thus determine the n one-dimensional representations of the 
fusion rule algebra. Now using the fact that
S i r  ♦ * *) - z n + *n*2 ♦ ... + z  (n' 2) ♦ z 'n (6.10)
^  -  2 cos(k7t/(n + 1)) -  exp(ik7t/(n + 1)) + exp(-ikji/(n + 1)) 
it is easy to show that
»0 0 .
!j(pk) -
,n (i t t t )
( 6. 11)
( 6 . 12)
for j ■ 0,l,...,n-l, k = l,...,n. Thus the matrix S = (Sj^) is symmetric, and since 
it is also unitary, it satisfies the relation S2 = I.
This is the same matrix S as appears in [GW, V], to describe the action of the 
generator S : T —* -1/t of the modular group PSL(2,Z) on the space of characters of 
the conformal field theory model.
E xam ple  6 .2 .
Let T = Ea , then the incidence matrix A is
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/O  1 0 0 0 0  \
1 0 1 0 0 0  
0 1 0  1 0  1 
0 0 1 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1 0 0  
VO 0 1 0 0 0 /
where we have ordered the vertices as 0,1 ,2 ,3.4,3 (see Figure 6). The characteristic 
polynomial for A is x** - 5x* + 5x^ - 1, hence A is invertible. Recall from section 3 
the rational functions associated to the graph Em. For the subgraph they are
♦0 - 1 » , - x *2 = x2 - 1
$3 = x^ - 3x + x' 1 = x* - 4x^ + 2 ■ *  ■*’ *.
Now since A satisfies its own characteristic polynomial we have
A** * A^- 5A^ + 5A. Thus the matrices $y(A), v e E ^  are contained in, and
actually generate Z[A]. They are given below:
*o(A )«I ♦ 1(A )-A
♦2(a )
♦4(A)
/ 0  0 1 0 0 0N / 0  0 0 1 0 0 N
0 1 0  1 0  1 0 0 1 0  1 0
1 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0  1 0  1
0 1 0  1 0  1 ♦3(A) - 1 0  1 0  0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
VO 1 0  1 0  0 / M> 0 1 0 0 0 ^
/ 0  0 0 0 I 0 X / 0  0 0 0 0 1 \
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
\ 0  0  0 0 0 1 J ^  1 0 0 0 1 0 /
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Thus they constitute a family of non-negative, symmetric, mutually commuting integral 
matrices. They satisfy the p.oduct rule
♦y(A) ♦w( A ) - I N j w ^ (A )
where $y(A)« (N“ w).
The eigenvalues of A are Pk = 2 cos(kx/12), k = 1,4,5,7,8,11, so p j = ' ^1 1  = 
V(2 W 3). p4 -  -p8 -  1, and P5 -  -p?  -  V(2 - V3). The corresponding
eigenvectors are
xk -  ( V I V -  +2®k>- •••
The eigenvalues are distinct, so the matrix
r  »1 *4 *5 *7 *8 *11 1
“ [ ll* ,ll ' II x4l| ’ || x5ll II *7 II ' l l * 8ll ' l l * l l » J
is unitary and
S*AS = diag CP, .P4.P5.P7.Pg.P, , )
One also has
♦V(A) xk =  ^xk
where 1 * ’ - ♦ „ % ) .  v €  E j)). k -  1.4.5.7.8,11. «id
S*0v(A)S -  diag <4V(P ,).......V P ,  ,)•
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§7. C o m m u tin g  S q u a res .
Suppose that Tj and r 2 are finite connected graphs, with distinguished vertices 
*1 and *2- and incidence matrices Aj and Aj. Let v and w denote the Perron- 
Frobenius eigenvectors of T j and r 2 respectively, normalized so that 
v*j = w *2  = L Let T rj and Tr2 be the unique positive traces on A (Fj) and 
A (r2) respectively [E]. Suppose also that T j and T2 satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 4.4, with j : A ( rp  —► A (r2), and A = (ay): V(Fj) —> V(T2). Let n be the 
G.N.S. representation of A (r2) with respect to Tr2* Then the weak closure M(T2) 
of K (A (r2)) is isomorphic to the hyperfmite type II j factor, and we can identify 
M(Tj) with the weak closure of JC(j(A(Fj))), a subfactor of M (r2).
In section 4.5 of [GHJ] irreducible subfactors of the hyperfinite type II j-factor are
constructed from A-D-E graphs. The construction involves, using our notation, a 
unital embedding <j»: A(Am) -» A (n . with 11F11 = 2 cos(rc/(m + 1)). We will show 
in Proposition 7.4 that the embedding is given by a positive linear map 
A : V(Am ) -» V(D intertwining the incidence matrices o f Am, and T, and is 
identical to that constructed in Theorem 4.5(a). First we show that any embedding 
constructed via an intertwining matrix as in Theorem 4.5(a) is in fact trace preserving. 
We also obtain a simple formula for the index based on [PPJ, and give a proof of a 
criterion for irreducibility which is stated without proof in [HS).
P ro p o s it io n  7.1.
Suppose that F p  and F2 are Finite connected graphs with distinguished vertices 
• j ,  and *2- Suppose also that there exists a positive linear map A : V (rp  —> V(T2) 
such that
(a) A A j = AjA
(b) A has no rows, or columns zero
(c) A * , - * 2.
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Then the unital embedding, j : A(Fj) -*  A ^ j ) ,  given by Lemma 4.4, is trace 
preserving, i.e.
T rjo j -  T rj.
P ro o f:
Put y * A^w. Then since AT has no rows zero, y must have strictly positive 
entries. Moreover,
Ajy ■ Aj AT w = ATAj W » 11 ^  11 A^w = 11 T j  11 y, 
and so y is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for Aj. Also, since A*j = * 2 , we 
have y*j = w* j = 1. Hence ATw = y = v. Now suppose that Pj is a minimal 
projection in A(Fj)n corresponding to vertex (i,n) of Then there are minimal 
projections qj corresponding to vertices (j»n) of such that
where j n : A(Fj)n -> But then,
W  -  5  Tr2Cqj) -  X  P-W j -  P "  <ATw)i -  P "  v, - T r , ^ ) .  
R em ark  7.2.
It follows from the proof of the preceding proposition, that 11 T j 11 is the Perron- 
Frobenius eigenvalue of A j . Hence 11 T j 11 =  11 Tj 11 by uniqueness.
P ro p o s itio n  7.3.
Suppose that Tj and T2  are finite connected graphs, with distinguished vertices 
*1 and *2 . Suppose also that there exists a positive linear map A : V (T j)-> ViTj) 
such that
(a) AAj = A2A
(b) A has no rows, or columns zero
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(c) A * ! - * 2.
Then the index of M(Fj) in M(r2) satisfies the inequality 
Moreover, if the diagram
[M (r2) : M ( r j ) ] £ ( A v ) , 2.
A<r,» „  ~ -  * r i K  
1
jn+1 1
is a commuting square [GHJ], for all n, then
[M(T2) : M (r,)]  -  (Av)*2.
If [M (r2) : M(Tj)l is finite, then M(Tj) is an irreducible subfactor of M (r2) , [HS]. 
P ro o f:
According to Proposition 2.6 of [PP], the index satisfies
[M (r2) : M ( T a  limnsup MA(r2)n^ ( r , ) n].
and if the commuting squares condition is satisfied, then
[M (r2) : Mcr,)]’1 = lim M A (T2)nA ( T , )nJ.
Here, by Theorem 6.1 of [PP], X(A(T2)n^A(rj)n] is given by 
W j I n A i r , ) / 1 -  max ^  b"kf
b ^  -  min (a^.iA j *])k). 
Thus for n sufficiently large, bk^= a ^ ,  and so
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x i A c r ^ c r , ) „ ] ■ ' - . i k vi j -
But A has no rows of zero, so (Av)^> 0 for all (e  Hence Av is a Perron
Frobenius eigenvector for A2 (since AAj =A2A), and so Av = pw, for some 
p  > 0. Thus for n sufficiently large
« A O V .A O V .l-1 -**
(A v)*2
where we can take p = —  * (Av)*^-
Let p denote the minimal central projection in the simple component of A(T j)n 
corresponding to the vertex of T | . Then p e A(Tj)'n o  A ( r 2 )n , which is 
semisimple, and decomposes as a direct sum of simple components in one to one 
correspondence with pairs of vertices (v,w), with v, and w labeling simple 
components of A(Tj)n , and A(T2)n respectively. The dimension of a component
labeled by a pair (v.w) being (awy)2. Since A*i -  *2 . the projection p can be
identified with the central projection in the one dimensional component labeled by the 
pair (*1,*2). Thus piACTj)^ n  A(T2)n )p = <Cp, for all even n. But by [Wen2]
dim( M (r,)# r* M(T2) ) £ dim( p(A (r,)'n r> A(T2)n )p ). 
for sufficiently large n, and so irreducibility follows.
P ro p o s itio n  7.4.
Suppose that Tj and T2 are locally finite connected graphs with distinguished 
vertices *1 and *2 respectively. Let Trj, and Tr2> be Markov traces on A(Fj), and 
A(T2) respectively. Let (en)neIsJ, (fn)ne ^  denote families of Jones projections in 
A(Tj), and A(T2) respectively, and : A(Tj) -* A(T2) a unital embedding such 
that
(a) The diagram:
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A ( r .>n -  A<r 2»n
- | | h"
-  * r 2>„+1
V i
commutes for all n, where = $  1 A (F |)n, and hn, kn are *-homomorphisms.
(b) Tr2 o 0 n = TV,.
(c) e „ .  A C T ^ ^ A C r , ) ^ , ; fn €  A<r2)'n. ,  <->A(r2)n+1.
(d) <Kcn) - f „  for all n i  1 . (so *„+1(e„) -  f„).
Then there exists a positive linear map A : V(Tj) —» V(T2) such that
1) AAj = A2A
2) A has no rows, or columns zero, and is column finite.
3) A*! » * 2.
P ro o f:
Let p" denote a minimal projection in A (r  j ) n corresponding to vertex (i,n) of 
. Then +n(p") is a projection in A (r2)n, and so there are minimal projections
q" e  A (r2)n corresponding to vertices (j,n) in ^ 2> and non-negative integers 
{bjj}j such that
V p^ V "  (7-2)
The numbers are not all zero, since $n is injective. Now multiplying (7.2)
by fn+j. we have
f„+l V P r > - ? V n +l V
but by (a), and (b)
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m W * n + 1 >  ♦n<Pi> *  ♦n+2(en+l
and so we have
(73).
Then by the Markov property of Tr j and T a n d  by (iii) we have
where (5= l l T j l l -  IIT j IL Hence en<fjP | is a minimal projection in A f T j ) ^  
corresponding to vertex (i,n + 2) of £ y  and fn + is a minimal projection in 
A (r2>n+2 corresponding to vertex (j,n + 2) of f j .  It follows from (7.2) and (7.3)
that the coefficients occurring in the decomposition of a minimal projection as in (7.2) 
corresponding to vertex (i,n) of f*j, n i l ,  is independent of the level n.
Now put A -  (bj ¡)ie piO) j€ p(0), then since A ( r  j )q «  C «  A (r2)0, and
$Q: A ( r j)0 -♦ A (r2)G we see that A*j -  *2- Note tH»t since t  is unital, the rows 
of A are non zero. We now show that AAj = A2A. Let A^ = (A-j^), k * 1,2,
then
kn(l,i > - ? AU) p”+1- and q
n+1 
m •
Then
♦n+l okn ^ " V l ^ A<i!/ p”+’ )
and
h„ “ V P r > - h„ ( ^ j i q J ) - £ b J1h„<q")
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P ro o f:
Now $ : A(Am) -» A (0  defined by +(1) > 1, $tfn) ■ f„ is a unital embedding 
which clearly satisfies the condition of Proposition 7.4 with * j = 0, and * varying 
over T. Hence there exists A = [aotaj,...,a|n_j] with the required properties.
Now
AA<Am> -[* 1.*o + *2—-, n,-2 l 
Thus A(T)A = AA(Am) implies that
■ i-A < n«0. v 2 - 4 ( r | , .  i
V i + *k+i * A(r,\
for k = 1,.....m - 2. Hence A is the same matrix as in Theorem 4.5(a).
Let EA(p) denote the trace preserving conditional expectation of A(T)n+j onto 
A(On • Then to show that (7.4) is a commuting square, it is enough to show that
A(Anl)n+ 1)-A (A nl)11 OS).
But for y e  A (O n. we have
Tr< EA(r)ii (fn)y ) -  Tr(fny) -  P ^Triy),
and so by the positivity of the trace Tr it follows that
Each,  <f„) -  P '2> f7 «-
Now let x e  A(Am)n+j, then by [J] we can write
x = a + Z  bjfnCj (7.7),
where a, bj, Cj e  A(Am)n, and the sum is finite. Then by (7.6), and (7.7) we have
E A( D .  < * > - » ♦  2  P ' V , .
and (7.5) follows.
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It follows from proposition 7.5 that the embedding A(Am ) = A(x) C A (r), for T
a Dynkin diagram of type A-D-E as in [GHJJ is given by a positive linear map A : 
V(Am) -¥  V(T) , with 11 T11 ■ 2 cos(x/(m + 1)). Then by Proposition 7.2 the index
for the corresponding pair of factors is given by
(M(T): M(Am)] -  (Av),
where v is the normalized Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for Am. In addition M(Am) 
is an irreducible subfactor of M(r>- The construction given here is different to that in 
[GHJ].
Exam ple 7.6.
Let r - E 6, with . . 0 ,  Then II T il -  2 co t-jy -V (2  + V3), end so we have 
an embedding of A (A ,,) -» A(E6). The matrix A may be obtained from Figure 7
and
v - fS jC P ) )^
where (J -2 c o s ( jy ) , and Sj is the i**1 Chebyshev polynomial. Thus 
[M(E6):M (A n )] -  (Av). -  SQ(P) ♦ S6(p) -  3 + V3
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§8. An algebraic presentation and m atrix units for A (Tp 2 f ).
Consider the graph Tp 2 r as in Figures 1 and 5 where 2 £  p < «», 2 £  r £ «*».
We have already noted in section 2 that A(t) c  A(Tp 2 >r) where x 1
-  I o « 112 if r < —. and x' 1 i  II T_ -  112 otherwise. In the path algebrap.A r ”  p,^,°°
A(Tp j  j ) ,  the projection en may be described as follows. In the notation of section
2.
(8.1) A[n- l,n + l ] 3 ®End C2(l(y))
where the summation is over all even (respectively odd) vertices v € T ^ . r  wllh 
(vat - 1) e  r when n is odd (respectively even). Three situations arise:
(8.2) E nd(2(t(v)) = C if  v -  0, or v = p + r -2 ,  when r < —, or v = p .
(8.3) End f2(t (v)).  M j. if  v » p -  1.
A
Figure 11
(8.4) End A i M I .M j  otherwise.
In the identifications of (8.3) and (8.4), we will order paths from left to right. In the 
first case (8.2), en will 1 on these components and in the second and third cases will
be the rank one projections in those components given by
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" V i
1
♦p-2 % - 2 V *  (V 2 * P ^
‘V p ^  % % *p^
< V p - /  < V /  «P -
^t|-1 (*ri- 1 ♦ t i+ i^
1
_ ^ t | - l  ^n +1
( 8.6)
(8.7)
respectively. We now introduce a new projection, e^ e  A(p - l.p + 1J, which
lives in End C^(t(v)), where v = p - 1 and is given by projection on the rank one 
operator corresponding to the middle path, namely (p - l,p,p - 1) in Tp 2 r or
((p - l.p  - 1), (p,p),(p - l.p + 1)) in f p 2 r  :
X
(P-1.P+1)
, 0  0 Ox
i.e. 0  1 0  I in End (f2(p-l)).
l o  0 0 J
We observe:
Figure 12
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(8.7) The projection CjC^e^ ... c2n+\ corrcsPoncls 10 ^  projection fg g given by 
the extreme left hand path 6 as in Figure 13.
\
Figure 13
(8.8) The projection fn = 1 - e jV ... ven_j corresponds to the projection 
fgg  given by the extreme right hand path 6 in Figure 14, for n £ p - l .
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We know by Wenzl [Wenl] see also [GHJ] that if e j ......e ^  is a sequence of
projections satisfying ( 1 .1) and if s = > then
either (8.9) (3 ■ 4 cos^(x/q) for some integer q with 3 £ q £ s 
or (8 .10)p2 4cos2(it/s).
In which case
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T h e o rem  8.1 .
Let p £ 2 , T > 0 , and cv e2......cp a sequence of projections satisfying
<8 I7 > ' n ' m - ' m V  ">.n -  1J , .... I n. - n I i  2
(8.18) " - P
< * 1 9 >
(8.20) V p ' p ' " p
(8.2 1) V p ep ‘ , ( l ' e lV“ VeP-2, V
(8.22) Lei A (t,p)« C*(l,Cj.c2......e d
If p = 2, suppose also that e j e- = 0.
Then A(x,p) is non-trivial if and only if
p . t  W « H IT  r . l l ; r * H  ( l lT p 2 _ I L - )  (8.23.)
where Tp 2 j = Ap + r Moreover there exists a suijective *-homomorphism 
(8.23b) y  : A(Tp 2 r) ® C(1 - ... v ep+r_2 v e - ) - *  A(x,p),
when P = 11 Tp j  r 11. r < 00•
(8.23c) A(Tp 2 M) -» A(T.p) when (S a il Tp 2 r  11.
If r  < i.e. B = 11 T ,  .  11 < 11 T„ ,  _  11, then (8.23b) is automatically anP,Z,T p,Z,°°
isomorphism.
Suppose there exists a trace tr on A(x,p) such that 
tr (xen) ■ x tr x. x e  A(x,p)n
C * (l.e ,.e 2 ......en l )
(8.24)
where
(8.26).
Then
(8.26a)
A ( t .p ) , ,
C * (l« | « 2 ......... ..
n < p 
n £ p
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(8.26b) A(t,p) =r
A V p .2j>- P - | l T p .2 .r "
A(Tp X -> -  132 l l T p . 2 . - n
I S r < -
Wc will give a constructive proof of (8.26), obtaining expressions for matrix units 
in A (t,p)n under conditions (8.17H8.21). This yields a ‘ -homomorphism from 
A(Tp 2  r ) into A(x,p) for appropriate r £  «», depending on t. This will be a *- 
isomorphism under the assumption of a Markov trace on A(t,p), (8.24).
To describe the matrix units in A(Tp j  r). it is convenient to label paths in the 
Bratteli diagram f p 2 ^  by certain sequences of half-integers as follows. In the first 
place, if a,P e f j ^  arc on level m, respectively n, where m S n , let Path 
(v,w) denote the paths of length n - m from v to w in Tp 2 For a  = (v,m) 
labeled as in Figure 3, put n = (m - d(v))/2. Then if
(8.27) I -  {0,1,2,3......p - 2,e,p - l.p, ...)
where e = p - 2 + j ,  define
(8.28) I „  -  (i -  ( i,. « I" : i„ S d(v) - \  S ¡„+1..... i ,  S i j  + 1).
Then we may identify the sets Path (*,a) and Ia  as illustrated in Figure 15.
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Level
Figure 15
The numbers >|*>2* —» correspond to the number of diamonds in the diagonal strip
where
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Figure 16
counts as half a diamond. For example when p -  3, a  = (4,10), i = (3/2,2,3/2) in 
Ia  corresponds to the path in Figure 17:
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On A(Tp 2 f) we havc an endomorphism obtained, essentially by shifting each 
vertex of a path down two levels, and then rejoining this path to (*,0) via (**,1). 
If a  -  (v,m) € f ^ 2 , r » 40(1 i e Path (*,a), i.e. i ■ (ij4 2. —. in), where
n -  (m - d(v))/2, then put i ' «  (0 ,ij ,.... in) e  Path (*,(v,m ♦ 2)), as in Figure 18.
Figure 18
Then there exists an induced ‘ -endomorphism of A(Tp 2 j )  such that
T i y - V j -  »■»>■
One can obtain a formula, inductively, for the projection fy corresponding to the
extreme right hand path in terms of l,ej,e2..... . First take fQ = 1, then suppose
we have fy for 1 £  v < p - 1. On level v + 1 of ^ 2 ^  • sP^ *ts *nto two 
paths, i.e. we have fv - fv+l + i - as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19
But the path i clearly corresponds to the projection ^  j )  *n End f^(t(v - 1)), and 
by (8.7) we see that, since fy-f j ey ■ 0, we have
(8.30).
It then follows that
(8.31).
For v ■ p - 1, note that the path fp_| splits as a sum of three paths on level p, as 
shown in Figure 20, i.e. fp_j ■ gp + g^ + i
V
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The situation for v ■ p is similar to that for v < p - 1.
Consider, for v * 0,p - 1, the operator cv+ | 8y+ j (where gy * fy, for v *  0, 
.... p - 1) contained in A(v,v + 2]. This is given by
1
w v
on End (f^(t(v))), and is zero on the other components in the decomposition (8.1). 
Defining
0
o
(8.33)
(*v
uv - -------------- r  ev+i *v+i < ° 4)
( V i V i i
wc see that uv ( o ) = ( l ) ’ * e u v A*PS the hand path of End (i^(t (v))) to the 
right hand path as shown in Figure 21.
v v
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When v « p - 1, the operators Cp ep 8p **« both elements of A[p - 1 + 1],
and are only non-zero on the component End (f^(t(p - 1))). It is clear from (8.5) 
that, if we define
JLL.
V(V 2V
P*n-1
Up- ' - v < V 2V  epgp
(8.35)
(8.36)
where e -  p - 2  ♦ *■, then u‘
in Figure 22.
0 = 0 .  This is illustrated
O '
A
\ l
> 1 ' ! \
Figure 22
( V i lNote also, that for v # e, s = - —  u is a panial isometry with final
lw»J
.  .  Kprojection. sys y . e y+1fy, and initial projection, sy sy -  ------fy+ , ' v + 1 f ,+ 1
♦v+1
(  ♦ p_2
Also s£ * I — j u£ is a panial isometry with final projection, s£s£ =
Cpgp i , and initial projection, s*s£ = e^.
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Matrix units for A(Tp^ a r c  constructed as follows. Let a  = (vjn) e T ^ . r  .
then if n «  (m - d(v)y2, put Ga  « Y"(fy). then by considering Figure 18. we see
that Ga  corresponds to the path shown in Figure 23. Put * u j Uj  ... u^. To
obtain an expression for G ^ corresponding to the path i ■ ( i j ^ .  •— »„) shown in
Figure 15, one conjugates by the operator y" Y** J  .
Thus. )*G.yn’ 1(A. ) corresponds to the path obtained from that in Figure
*n K *n
23 by flipping iR diamonds in the n1*1 diagonal strip shown in Figure 15. Conjugating 
the new path by Y° 2 (Aj j). fliPs *n. |  diamonds in the (n -1 )*  strip etc.
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Le* P -  M ....... the" *m  *p 0, m «  1,2, .... P - 1.
P roof:
We see from (8.21) that
e_  e_ c- e = 0, m « 1 ,2 , . ... p - 2.m p p p
Thus
(e_ e„e- Xe-e e ) « 0  m p p p p m '
shows that em ep e^ « 0. Then using [em>e^J * 0, and e^ ep e- = t e - g  we see 
that emep -  0 for m * 1,2,.... p - 2. In particular ep 2 c - = 0. Consequently
“ p - i ' i *  V i V » V i  v °
“  I'p -l- 'p1* 0-
L em m a 8.3.
Let p 2  2, x > 0, such that c-,e j,e2, ... is a sequence of projections satisfying 
(8.17)- (8.21). Define
(8.37) T .W  -  t*<n l> e , e2 ... en«en ... e2e , .  x c  A(i.p).
Then there exists an unique ‘ -endomorphism y  of A(x,p) such that
(8.38) 7(x) -  lim v (x ), x e A(x,p)
n—»oo 11
(8 .39) X x ) - Y n0 0 . * «  A(X4>)n l
(8.40) T < 1 )-e j
(8.41) * em ) " e lenH-2
(8 .42) 7(*p) -  t ' p e ,  C j ... e ^ ,  ep  e - e p+ ,  e p  e ^ , ... Cj « ,.
Proof:
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La  A0 denote the ic tcf y e  A(t,p) such dial lim Tf„(y) exists For y a  Ae ,
Y(y) -  lim y (y). 
n — n Then elementary computations show that
e i-e2' s A0 , (8.40H8.42) hold, and indeed
(8.43) Tn( l ) - « , . n ^  1
(8.44) V ' J - ' l ' m n >m  + 1
(8.45)
W , ’p ‘ i <=2 ■‘ f - l  'p  V l ' p  'p  V l - ' 2 e l- n >  P
Then if x,y e  A .o
(8.46) en “ ' 2 *1 *2 “
c.f. (8.43), and so:
Y„00 Y„(y) -  f "  e , e2 ... e„ a e„ y en ... e ,  (8.47).
But [en.r]  ->  0  as n -*  —, for any x «  A(r,p), as (e0 .ev ) -  0  for n
(0 )
large, v £ Tp 2 Thus ay E AQ and 1<ay) -  tfa) Ky). Thus Ag  is a dense *- 
subalgebra of A(rp) and (8.39) holds. Now
11 t ‘n Cj ... en a en ... «1 11 £ t ' n 11 e ,  ... e0 112 11 a 11 
- t  “ l i e ,  ...en en .. .e ,  II M ali 
- 110 , 1 1 1 1 .1 1  by (8.46).
Hence 7n is a contraction, and so Ac  is closed. Thus Ac  -  A(t,p) and the Lemma 
follows.
Suppose is a sequence of projections satisfying (8.17)-(8.21)
where t '2  = p  is such that 9 y(0) # 0  for all v e T ^ r_,, and some r U
( 0)
where i<py(x) : v e Tp 2 is the family of rational functions associated with the
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graph T -  „  a* in Lemma 3.1. Then we can define a sequence of
operators gy e  for V e  by
(8.4«) * y - f,  v - 0 .1 . .... p - 1
(8.49) 8p -« p
(8.50) ♦p-2* P - V i p d  V i V i *p-i *p 
V *
(8.51) n V l8y+l - 8v ’ P A. * v ev*v 
Tv
p i v i p + r - 3
where <Pj - * j 0 )
Under the preceding conditions, the family (e^,gv , k,v e f  2 , r - 1 ’ k * Pi
satisfy
(a) ek*y  * « v 'k v ■ 0,1 ,.... p  + r - 2, k i v  + 1
0>) 0) ep*pep* (* ;/* p -l> * » * p -l
(ii) ev gv ey - (♦v ( P^v-l>ev ky-1  y - l * _ , p + r - 2
(c) ' k * v - ° y -2 .3 ......p + r - 2 ,  k -  12.......»  - 1
(d) 2  •  8v * 8y ’  *v v® T ^ Z j- l  ~ 1°»..... P + r - 2 .  Pi
(*) ®  *p*v -*p v ■ 0,1......p - 1
Cf)
(ii)
(Hi) gk gv » g y
1 - e. » ... v e.i 1 «1 
‘ l  * * e l *
v -  p, p + 1......p + r - 2
v -  0,1......p + r - 2, k -  1,2.......v.
j v -  2,3.......p - 1
i v e.  »  -  p.p + .1.........
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For v = 0 ,1 ,2 ,.... p - 1, the relevant parts o f the lemma are clear. Next note that 
$p = P ^ p - i*  ***• 50 CbK>) follows immediately from  (8.21). To see (eXi). note
that 8V -  1 - e jv  ... vev - 1 , for v -  2 ,3 ........p  - 1, and so  gy g p-
■ (1 - e jv  ... v ey _ j)e^  ■ e ^  -  g^ by (8.5). M oreover, to show (eXii):
g p g p -  i p U p. i - (P<i>p_ y v i ) * p - i eP - i* P - i ‘ *?>
* « f * » p - 2'* p- i ) V p - i V r , p ‘  0
since g - g„ , = g - , and g - e„  , = e - e„  , = 0  by Lemma 8.2. It follows°p  ° p - l  p p p - 1 p p - 1 '
inductively on v ■ p,p ♦  1 ,.... p  r  - 3 using (8.15) that g^ gy -  0  for such v,
i.e. (e)(ii) holds.
We now prove the properties listed for gp. It is clear from (8.48-50) that gp is in
the algebra generated by •^e ]*c2’ cp -l cp • T hus (*) holds for v = p. Next,
since e„ and g„ . commute, we have 
P *P-1
W p  = W l  '  ' ^ p - A p - l '  *p-l ep -l BP -1 ' 8P I e p 
- ' ep *p-l - <% - 2 /V l ) V l ' p  'p - l 'p  *P-1 ■ eP *pep 
- W l  ■ ^ p -2 /^ p - P 8p -icp V i  ■ <* p /P*p-i> V*p-1 usi" g <bXi) 
-  [1 - ( V ^ p - l 1 - «Cp'&’Pp-l* 'pSp-1
But <pp = P<Pp j - <pp j  - <pp , and so we obtain (b)(ii) for v *  p.
We know that (c) holds for v S p  - 1 by definition o f g- (8.12), and e^  gp = 0 
by Lemma 8.2 for k ■ 1,2,.... p  - 1. Thus e^gp =  0  by Lemma 8.4(c), for k = 
1,2,.... p - 2. Also we have, using (b)(ii) for v  •  p  - 1, and noting that c p_i8p -  0 
that
'p - i gp *  V l8p-i - (fV z /V i )e P-i *p -i cp - i 8p - i ■ V i 8p 
-  ‘ p i * p - i ' V i  * p -2 * p -r
But gp-2 *p-l -  *p-l by (e)(Ui) for v  - P  • *> k -  P - 2. and so »p. |g p  -  0. Thus
(c) holds for v -  p.
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Next note that by (bKii) for v » p -1 , one easily shows that
V i  ■ V i  V i  gp i "  * proiectk,n Consc‘tu' mly'
h  * V i  ■ ' P V A m ’ *p- i V i V i  '  W i '  < p ,P-2/ f p -i) V i  ep-i V i 1 +
*p
-  *p-i - ® * p -2 ^ p - i ) V i  V i  * p - i '  2V  H m *p 
Here we have used Lemma 8.2 and the fact that g ^ j  gp = gp by (eXO- This gives
(d) for v »  p, and (e) for v « p is clear.
Now suppose, for some v, p < v < p  + r - 2 ,  that gy has the properties listed. 
Then we show that gy+1 also satisfies these properties. In the first place, (a) follows 
from the definition of gv+1- Then since <PV+1 = P<J>V - 9 v_i» for v > p, we have
cv+l ^v+1 cv+l “ ev+l («v '  < & W *v>  «v cv *vl cv+l
= ®v ev + 1 * <P*v-l'*v> «v cv+l ev cv + l ®v 
■ « v V M  - P'2 *v ev*l *v
■ ( i - V i ^ A V i
Next, by the inductive hypothesis, we have ej gy = 0 for 1 £  j £ v • 1, and so ej gy+1 
= O for 1 £ j £ v * 1. Moreover, by b(ii), and e(iii) for v,
ev *.+1 -  ev *v - <P*v-l'»v>ev *vev *v -  *» «v • ev *v-l*v -  ev *v e,  *v ■
0 .
Thus (c) holds for v + 1. For (d), one has, using gy = gy and (bXii) for v that 
4 +l - 1 ,  - a P T v- i '* v> l y 'v  *v + » W V  2 * v \  *vev *v
-  *v - (2P»v_,'*v> *vev *y + < K - l ' V  * .e,  *v-l*v ‘  *v+ l' 
Finally (e) for v ♦ 1 is clear.
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It follows from (c) and e(ii) that 1 - is an upper bound for e j,e2, .... ey j, e-. 
To show that it is the least upper bound note that 1 - gy is a linear combination of 
monomials in e j .e j..... ey_ j .
Let p j  £ 2 be fixed, P > 0 with <py((5) > 0  for v c  T^2,r • *>ul * ■ P • 2 ♦ J  • 
Then we define operators Uj .Uj . .... up+r-3,ue’“e ** ^°^ows:
(8.53) ^ " P * k < * k -l* k + l> ~ * ek + l s k + r  k - 1 ’2......P + r - 3
(8.54) u£ - ^ i  « P p ^ '^ C p g p
l
(8.55) “c - P P p - l O P p V ^ 'p V
Note that uk € A(x,p)k+2 . k -  1,2, — . “e e  A(x,p)£ , and
(8.56) uc “c “ °p-l
from Lemma 8.4 (bXi) and (e)(iii). For k ■ 1,2,.... p ♦ r  - 3 put
(8.57) Ak *  UjU2 ... uk ,
(8.58) V m1u2 " V 2 V
Lemma 8.5.
Let p,r £ 2 be fixed, and C |,e2 .... e- , a sequence of projections satisfying 
(8.17M8.21) where X = P' 2 > 0, and <py(P) > 0 for all » £ Tlp° 2 ,r • Then we
have:
(a) Ak A* * 0 for k,v e {1,2..... p + r  - 3, e), and k # v.
(b) Alt 8v 6 ^ * A k A ^, v » p , l S v S k + l
* *
A g- A„ ■ A_ Ao , k * e, e &p e e e
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(C) Cj Afc Aj^ej -Y (* k). k - 1 ......p + r - 3
• i Ae V i - K * P- i )
(d) uk tfx) -  0, x c  A(x,p), k 2  1.
(e) ui* v “ °- v c  > K v » H - l . i . e .
u£ g v * 0. v = p ,p + I , ._
<0 - « V * v +l><» * lS + lfv+l" v * •
v # O.p, p + r - 2 (if r<*-).
( i)  V d p - A - i p '
Proof:
(a) For v # e ,
• JL .1
V v  -  h p - l < V 2 *p> 2P*,<*v-l W  1  ep *p *»+1 ®v+l -  0
since if v S p - 2, g ^ g ^ - g p  >nd g^ey+, - 0, whereas if v i p - 1 . we 
have 8p Ky+i “  0. Similarly for v jt #  e, wc have, assuming that k < v:
* J. J.
uk“v -  ^ W l  < W >  2 ^ '’v(<pv -l<!’v+l) 2 V l  *k+l *v+l ev+l * 0
s i" «  gk+1 8y+l - * y +l. ®nd ek+, gv+ , - 0.
* *
(b) For v ep i one has “k g , “k * “k “k for k s , t 1 ’ since gk gv+, - g v + 1
for l £ v £ k + l .  For l £ k £ p - l ,  one has “^ ^ 0^ = 0, since gk+ j gp = 
g-, a n d g ^ e ^ j - 0  for 1 ¿ k  £ p - 2, and gk+1 g^ = 0 for k * p - 1. Moreover
ue * p ue * ue ue “
(c) For k ■ 1A  .... p + r  - 3:
* •  •  •
Aj^  Ak = Uj Uj ... uk uk ... U2 Uj
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= n k e2 *2 e 3 *3 •" ek + l *k+ l ek + l ~  *3 e3 *2 ®2 
*  n k *3 • *k+l *2 *3 -  *k *k+l *k “  *3 *2  “k+1 e3 e2
-  t\k c2 e3 - ' k + l  *k+ l 'k + l  "• *2 
where we have used Lemma 8.1(a) and (e), and
(P » i>2 ( P y 2 
I’k ‘ l>o ’ '2 ”  V l V l
(*.59)
( 8.60) .
Then from (8.23) and Lemma 8.1(bXii) we obtain
*k Ak -  V ’ k + l 'K »  e2 '3  -  ' k V l  8k *k  -  '2
and so by Lemma 8.2 we have
e , ^  A* e , -  V V * * k - l>  e [ c2 e3 ••• <k <k-u fk ' k . l  'k  ~  c2 
But
„  «v R2k * 2» 2 m 2n k ‘»‘k 1 P * 1*2  "  9 k 9k+ 1 j .
• ----------- *r- “ ------------------------------------- ----------7T * 1 (8.61)
P*k-1 P * 0 * 2 * l* 3 " * k - l* k + l  P*k p
which establishes (c) for k # e.
Similarly, one uses cp 8p ep * ^9p^9p -P  cp 8p . | arK* Lemma 8.2 to show that
e ,A c A ^ei-Y (gp_i).
(d) This follows because 7(x) » e j7(x) by (8.16), and 8k+i e i = 0 = 8p c i 
for k ■ 1,2,.... p ♦ r -  3.
(e) This follows immediately from Lemma 8.4(c), and (e).
(f) We have by Lemma 8.2, and Lemma 8.1 (a) and (e) that for v as stated:
<■>(*,) Av -  P2v aC ' 1' 2  •• V h * , V m  ~  V i 4,
■ P2v ^v  *v+lev+l ••• g2c2e l e2 ••• ev+l*vev+l •“ e2e l c2*2 " ev+l *v+l
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-  P2v %  *v+l*v • ®2*v+l •• *2ele2 •• Vn*v*v+1 "• e2ele2 ~ *v+l *2 " 
V + i
-  P2v 1 ,  *v+ i ev + l  ••• *2*1*2 -  * v + l* v 'v + l  -  *2*1*2 ••• V l  »2 -  * .+ 1  
where r\y ■ p2v (Pfy^v-f P ^  (8 61). But using (8.46) and Lemma 8.4(a) and 
(eX»ii) we have
A v *v+l ev+l *v ev+l *v+l
* (P9y/9V+|)  8y+1 Ry *V + 1 V^+ 1 
“  ^ V ^ V + 1 ^  ®v+l ev+ l ®V+r
(g) Similarly, we have
Ae A* ‘  P2<P l)V l '2  • • W l ' p  -  *2*lAe
-  P2<P' 1)P2<P‘ 1)(* lV 1/*0V  W p - l V l  *2*2*1*2 •" ep*p-leP -  *1*2*2 
' *P*P
-  P2(P'1)P2p' 1( V l /V ‘p*P-l " f2*p*p-l ~ *2*1*2 -  *p«p-l*p *2ele2 -  
"*P*2 "*p-l*P
. P-2(P-I)p2p-1 ip*p 8p-, *p*p
* p2^ “ *PeP*P-l*P*P
But -  and by Lemma 8.4 we have
V p*p-i *p *p * *p' p *p "  p2gP
and the result follows.
Let pj, and t * be fixed, where p £ 2, 2 £ r £ ••, and suppose that 
(8.62) 6V(P) > 0 for all v € l f ^  T .
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;
Recall from Section 3, that if  r< « * , and P -  l lT p A r l l .  o r i f  r — . 
and 0 2  l l T p ^ l l . then (8.62) U true.
Let a  = (v jn ) e  a -  and put n - (m -d (v )V 2 . Then define
(*.63) G0 ->"<*»>
and for i j  €  I0  ■ Path (*,a) define
(*.64) ° a  • 4 *1 <*»> “ T<V  Aj , ‘
Notethat G ° °  = G „ , and ( o ' V - t / .  Put o ' - g " .a  a  or a  o  a
*nd , a j - ° o ^  I < V  " T<V Ail ’
Lemma 8.6.
For a « ( v ,m ) ,  p = (w,m) € i , j e  Path (* ,a ) .  k . f e  Path (* ,p ) we
have
(8.63) Ga  G p f  - ' a P 5* 0 «
(a) oLj Gi f  ■
i l
It is clear that = Ga - Now suppose that n 2  1, and i *  0. We prove by 
induction on n that
'1  «3 -  e 2 n-l V  ' ( \ )  V ' ( V *  ' i n - l  "  «3 ' l  *  *  <**> ( 8 6 6 >
where z = [inJ. If n = 1, this follows immediately from Lemma 8.3(c) since i j  * 
0. Now suppose that (8.66) is true for n > 1. Then by the induction hypothesis, and 
Lemma 8.3(c) we have
'1  «3 -  e2n+l V  ( \ t l )  -  V ? ,  -  V  < \ + I)* *2n+l “  *3 *1
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* *2n + l ^  WV n ) | , le3 -  *211- 1 1'n l <\ ) ~  ■»" 1(4 in)*e2n-l ~  e3e ll
- * 2« . t ' < \ + l , / < **)T' MV l , e în +l
Bul z i  in+1+ 1, and so by Lemma 8.5(b) and (c) we have
e i \ + i * * C i  e i -  e> V i  C i  *i
where z ' «  [i„+ j]. Hence (8.66) is true for all n. Now it follows from (8.66), 
noting that Ga  -  /  (fy) - e ,  Cj ... e ^ . ,  / ( g ^ ,  th.t
»0 4 ’¿ I  * ° o  ^ ‘»z* Ga  *  ^  <»v ^  <*v> -  ° a
since z ^  d(v). This gives (a).
(b) a'J ok 1 - a  for j * k.cx a
We may assume that n i l .  We show that for i # j, v ^  v V  = 0 . If i *  j, then 
there exists a k i n  suchthat ij ■ j j ,  .... ik ■ jk . and ik +1  * j k+ j. Then by 
(8.66) we have
V i C - 0 « * " -1
But z i  ik+1 + 1, and so ^ k+1 8Z * A j ^ .  It follows from Lemma 8.5(a) that
*  < ^ +1> < % .,)*  -  *  < V .  « * c > -  *  (\ + i C i >  -  °
since ik + 1  #  jk+1.
(c) G* ■] -  0. for V #  w.
Put k «  (m - d(w)V2. Suppose that n «  k, then v = p, w = p, or v = p, andw 
= p. W e must show that
»«4  (V ~ V T r l M  (V * ° p
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vanishes. First suppose that there exists t  < n such that i j  ■ j j , .... *t  “  J t  • 
and i|<f j #  j |+ j.  Then as in the proof o f (a) we have
V i  ¥S j -  ° a  V - 1 < \ >  -  -f < \ +1> -f * < \ +1>* -  A '  (Aj,)* Gp
if it #  e, otherwise we replace y* ( f^ )  by y* (*p.j)* Then since it £  it+ j ♦  1, we
V . * * , " Aw “ d “
V  vP J - ° a ^ < V  -  *  <% ♦> ^ 1 >  -  f  < V *  °f>
But i,+ i ^ j , + p  and so Aj A ? ^  -  0  by Lemma 8.5(a). Similarly, if  i( -  e 
the" \ + l Kp_j “  If no such t exists, then -  j r  -  j„  *«d so
V i vw  *  0 a > " (* I »G r T n ( tv) / < , I )y " (* w )
where z ■ in if  in # e ,  and z » p - 1, i f  in « e .
But in £  d(v), and so gy gz ~gy - But by Lemma 8.4(e) gy gw «  0.
Now suppose that n #  k, with n > k. Note that
d(w) ■ d(v) ♦  2(n - k).
If there is a K k .  such that i j  -  j j ...... and >,+1 *  j ,+ i  then as before we
have
V i ’ i j '  ° a A 1 ( V - 1' (\ + i )1 ' <**)1 '  Mst+ i >* ~ 1'k l < V * 0 e
where r « i t i f  it # e ,  i « p * l  otherwise. But z £ i l+1+ l ,
*ndso  \ + i ‘ . " V  then by Lemma 8.5(a) v ^ v j ^  - 0 .  since i[+1 e j t + r  
Finally i f  i j  »  j j , ...»i^ ■ j^ , then we have
v i  vw  -  < V  ~ + (V i >  *  ^  g p
-  /  i r " 'k i t , )  A “ ' 1 < V  V i  ** *w> 
where z « [ ip . B ut z £ d(w), and so 8Z 8W *  8W- Notc «1» that by definition of i 
■ ( ip  .... in), w e have
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ik+I S<Xv) + n - k  - 1.
and so
j ♦ 1 £  d(v) ♦ n - k < d(v) ♦ 2(n - k) -  d(w).
But this implies that ^  “  0  by Lemma 8.3(e). Hence gw “ 0*
and so
’ « r w  - 0
Lemma 8.7.
<*' ®(Oju)“ t^<ljn+l)* ' *  ‘(0,m )c  ‘(l.m + 1 )'
®> G(v,m) _ G(vVl,m +l) + G(v+l,m+l)‘ • ' ’(v jn)' v € ^p°2 .r-l- 
v #  0,p-l ,p .
<C) ° 1(p ,m )-CV 1>.m+l) ’ “ W
<d) G (p - l,m ) “  ° ( p - 2 .m + l )  +  G (p,m +1) +  G (P .m + D '
(e) When p -  l l T ^ j l l ,  and r< * ., G(p^.2,p+r-2) “  G(p+r-3,p+r-l) + *p+r-l’ 
and for m > p  + r  - 2. G1(p+V.2,m ) *  G(p + r3 ,m + 1 )• 1 *  , (p+r-2,m)'
If there exists a faithful trace satisfying (8.24), then gp .^,.. j m 0.
P ro o f:
For (a) note that gQ “  g j . and if a  * (0,m) € ^ p A r tb' n m is even. Thus
G(0 jn ) -  v ®  v  v * < « ,>  -  G<ljn+1)
and so (a) follows.
For (b) note that when v #  0, p -1 , jx (p + r  - 2 if r<  ••), then by Lemma 8.5(f)
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*v -  * v ev*y “  * v + l+ Av-l Y(*v-I)A v - r
Then since G(v,m) “  ^  ^  where n -  (m - v)/2, we have
°<,.m ) -  V  <*vl> *  V  <*v-l> < V l>-
and so
o '(» ^ )  -  A*, -  V *  ( \ ) *  r"  (* ,+ ,)  r " - ‘ < v ... Aj,
+ A*t ... (A^)* y  (Ay.,)* y +1 ( iy .j)  V  (Ay. , )  A *  (Ay.,) ... Ajj.
Bui Y* (*y+ , )  -  0 (y+ , m+1) . and Y" + 1 ( * y . , ) - 0 (y . ,  m +„ .  and so (b)
follows.
By Lemma 8.5(g), we have * A* y <*p.,> At . and so if n -  (m - p)/2, we 
have
G<p.m) -  y  (*p> -  y  (Ae>* y  (*p.,) y"  (Ae>.
bul y +1 ( Ip .,)  -  and so (c) follows.
For (d) we use Lemma 8.5(0 to obtain
*p-l -  *p + <P»p-2/V l ) *P-1 'p -1  *P-1 + *P * *P + AJ-2 T dp -z’ V z  + *P 
Hence if n -  (m - (p - l))/2, we have
V i . " . ) *  ^  V > >
-  y  ( ip )+ y  (Ap.2)* y +I d p .2) y  (Ap.2>+ y  (gp>
* G(p.nt+1) ♦ 1"  < V z )* G(p-2 ,m+l) ?  (Ap-2> + < W u
and (d) follows.
(e) If P «  l l T p j^ l l .  Then »p+y.jiP) -  Then putting t - p + r -  1, itfollows 
by Lemma 8.4(b) that
et *t <et «t >* -  et *t et * <*t et * t i '  °-
and so e( ^  = 0. But then we have
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V i  *1 -  p2 ‘t+1 '| ei+i *1 ■ pJ ' » I (et *i> V i " °
and by induction ek gj =* 0 for all k i t .  and thus for all k.
It follows that / ( g t) = 0  for all n i l .  Then from (8.16) and Lemma 8.5 we 
have
from which we obtain (e) by applying y.
If a faithful trace, tr satisfying (8.24) exists, then since $t(P) * 0,
tK f ,)-» < * ,.,)  - “■ <*.-1 V l>
- ( 1  - *<*,-!> -<♦, A - l ,lr<gt- l) ’ ° '
Hence V r _ , - 0 .
Lemma 8.8.
Suppose that (8.62) holds for r « •», then we have for each m i  0
(8.67) ! • ! < , )
where the summation is over all vertices (v,m) on level m of
and all i < I(y m). If (8.62) holds for some r  < - ,  then (8.67) is true for
m £ p + r - 2 , and for each m > p  + r - 2  we have
(8.68) * - ^ 0 (»j 1i) + 8|H t.,-
P ro o f:
We use the splitting rules for g | v in Lemma 8.7, c.f. [1] is an order unit for
Ko(A(Tp,2^))’ in scction 3
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Let m i l ,  p i  2, and r«  ( 23 . Let a  -  (v.m ♦ 1) e
j  • with <KV) < m ♦1 . Fu, n ■ (m ♦ 1 - d(v))/2. Noie that fo r such a,
we have a '  * (v,m - 1) c Denoce by Ta  the*et
To  ' a : O i V - V l ) «  ' a ' 1
Fot example, if v #  0, p - 1, p, and if r < ••, v # p ♦ r  - 2, then Ta  consists of
all I e I with i «  v - 1, or i ■ v and i  , i v .  Suppose also ♦  (P) >0,ex n n n-i *
fo ttìi * €
Lemma 8.9.
(a) Let t €  ( 1 3 . . . . . p - 2 , e, p  - 1 ,...} , and s i  1, then if  m i  t  +  2s +  3 we have
(b) Let i -  ( ij..... in) « Ia , then we have
ik Sli|-1 + ( n - k - t )
for t -  0,1 ,.... n - 1 , and k = 1,2 ,.... n - 1
(c) Fot v #  O.p, and if r  < ••, v #  p + r - 2, we have
* * ,>  \  « v i  -  < ♦ „ . * ♦ >  e l c2 -  « v l * V
(d) Fot v#0 ,l,p i wehave
K«V> V i  « v i  '  (♦v-l'W»>J PV e le2 ••• « v l * V
and when v * 1 we have
**!>e2 " < V w i ,?p ' i e2* r
(e) For v # 0, and i f r < ~ ,  v # p  + r -  2, we have
K W » ! ‘ a
<*> K ^ ^ V l “ ^ * * * »  " V l * P
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<*> l V l > V p - P P"'<»p/P*p-l) i e l e2-- V p -1  
O ) ° a em - °
P ro o f:
(a) First note that emAr * Ar em for m i r  + 3, and r # e. Also emAe * Aeem , 
for m £ p + 2, i.e. m i  e + 3. Then since m ■ k + 2s, with k 2 1 + 3, we have
em  ^ (At> * ^ (ek> * A *lA >  * ’ ’W  -  / ' V m -
(b) This is clear from the definition of IQ.
(c) By Lemma 8.4(a),(b) we have
w v
Av ev+l “  ^  ^  *2 *2 e3 *3 -  'v + l* v + l'v + l
’  f>V » 1  W v + l *  '2  *2 ■ • ev *v ^ ' « 1  *v 
■ Pv < V A * » + /  "jj^~  c2 c3 -  ev 'v+1 *v
-  »’ ( V l / W / i j t , . . .  ®v + 1  «v 
Hence by Lemma 8.3 we have
**v> \  ' v+1 -  P2v ' , ' 2 • • 'v +1 *v 'v + 1 -  ' l  PV(*v+l/P*v)2 c2 e3 ••• 'v +1 *v 
1_
* PV e l e2 • • 'v+1 *v < P V ev+l -  «2 * l *2 • 'v+1* *v
-  PV ( ♦ , . ) » /  « ,« 2  ~  'v +1 *v 'v +1 *v 
and so (c) follows using Lemma 8.4.
(d) Using Lemma 8.3, and Lemma 8.4(a), (e) and (8.46) we have 
**v> Av 'v + l -  P2v PV' ‘ I ' l V l W ’  ' l  '2  ••• 'v +1 «v 'v +1 ~
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' l ® 2 * 2 " ® y * y ' . + l
* P* 1 (Wv- 1*V,J ' l  *2 -  'y+1 *y ®2v'v + l •" e l *2 e l ••• ®v+l* *v 
1
= PV'  « V l A r 1* «1*2 ••• * v * l* v « v + l* * -
Bul PV l ( » v - l /»v)J -  “ <» ev+l *y ev+l *y ■ ®v+l *V and "
we have the first part of (d). Also
2 ,*0 
**1> *2 -  P ®1®2 *1*2 ®1®2 ”  ®1®2 *1 -  P ^ ® 1  '2 * 1
(e) First note that
K \>  -  P2 (,+ 2 ,<=1 «2 • *v+3 Av ®v+3 “  *2 ef  
and so, using Lemma 8.4(a), (e) and (8.46) we have
■KV \ + l ev+3 “  *®1 • ®v+3 Ay 'v+ 3  e l '2  *2 e3 *3 ~  'y+2 *v+2 'y+3 
“  *®1 -  'y + 3  Av ®v+3 "■ ®2 ®1 ®2 " ®v+3 *y+2 
= S 'e , ... ey+3  Ay ev+3
where 5,6' are scalars. But ■ Uj Uj ... uy. and
uv ev+3 *v+2 “  X ev+l *v+l ev+3 *v+2 “  X ev+l ev+3 *v+2 * * cv+3 cv+l gv+2 “  
0
where X is a scalar, by Lemma 8.4(a), (c) and (e), and so y (Ay) ^v+icv+3 *  0.
(f) As in (d), we have 
*«p> V p +1
-  P2p ^ ' ( ♦ i V l ^ V  *1 e2 - •  ®p+l *p®p+l ••• ®1 ®2 *2 ®3 *3- ®p *p®pfl
■ ^  (V l /P* / ' l  *2 "  *p+l *P (^ 2p ep+ l "  ®2 ®1 ®2 ®p+l* *p
-  PP < V l/fV  ®1®2 -  'p + 1 *p ®p*l *p
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But j ■ 00^, and so (0 follow*.
(*) Since ep *^ep -  (♦¡/P»p. 1> «pgp.,. weheve
* * p - l > V p
* P2< P l> « , «2 ep  i p . ,  ep  -  « ,  PP' 1 < V p . l W  e 2 *2 •" ep -l V l  'p  * p 'p
-  r '  < P » p . , / » /  « , Cj ... <P2<P1> ep  ... «2 « , «2 -  'p> ip-1
-  U’’- '  ( P * p . , ^  e ,  -  ep * p .l  ' p  V l
^ ' » p V ' . ' z - ' p V , '
(h) Since m -  2n + v - 1, we have by Lemma 8.4(c) that
°« 'n .“ /  <*v> V <Vl> -V  (*, V l>- 0
P ro p o s itio n  8.10.
If o  -  (v,m ♦  1) c  i J  €  Ia  :
G* e (j - y , J G,J o  m a  ' a  a
where if i j  c T we have
V*oXi)*aXi) .
p* • ‘ l J l - # ‘n - l J n  I ’ v # 0,p - l,p , and  if  r < « » , v # p  + r
p*M ®*iJi v p 1
• • t i J i - A - i J . - r  v “ °-p' *"d if r < ~
and if i, or j € Ta , then Here we have
, v ■ p  ♦  r  •  2 .
P ro o f:
First suppose that v#0 ,p ,p -l, or if r<»», v # p  + r - 2 .  Let i€  Ia> then in_j 
$ v, and so by Lemma 8.9(b) we have i ^ $ v  + n + k - l ,  for k = 1,2,.... n - 1. 
Then since
i^ + 2(k - l )  + 3 £ v  + 2 n - l* m  
for k »  1,2..... n - 1, it follows from Lemma 8.9(a) that
V i  V  - ° « ^ 1 < \ >  ••• * i, V  * Ga ^ ‘ < \ >  V  A 2 (Ain ,) . . .  \
But em * y 1** (ey+j). and so by Lemma 8.9(c) or (d) we have 
-  V i n/ W/ ? V A '  " l  *2 • • cv+l *v>'
Now, it follows from the proof of Lemma
V .V* .« G  CM o j  <
i u u i u i c i u i  u i  i x u i u  o .o v o ;  u m i i m  j e  i Q
; V  -  V Ì  -  r 2  (\ - /  1" ' 1 < V *  ° a
vanishes if ( ij,^ , —» >B. i )  * (jj^2* •••• o**1®1™ 5® usin8 (8.66)we have
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and then either
^ H v - v V ^ v / - 0
or more detailed arguments are necessary as in the proof of Lemma 8.6(c). 
Finally we have
^(m +l.m + 1) em “  *m+l cm *
Lem m a 8 .1 1 .
For m i l ,  we have
- X  y ‘ o 'a  a
where the summation is over all vertices a  on level m + 1 of Tp j  f  . and all i j  e 
Ia> and the coefficients y- c  C are given in Proposition 8.10.
Proof:
By Lemma 8.8 we have 1 * L g * + u , where we can take u « 0, if r  « or if * a
m <, p + r  - 3, otherwise note that ue^ * 0 for all k, and the summation is over all 
vertices a  on level m + 1 of Tp 2ff . and i € I0  . It follows using Proposition
8.10 that
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R em ark  8.12.
It follows immediately that is a minimal idempotent in A(x,p)m+j for each
First we recall from Lemma 3.4 the following facts. Let ( r p ^ j  b* sequence 
of subgraphs of Tp 2 given by: Tj *Ap+j, consisting of the vertices
0,1 , ...,p - l,p  and edges between them, and for r £ 2, r r = Tp 2 r • consisting of 
the vertices 0,1, ...,p - l,p,p, ...,p + r - 2. Put 11 Fr  11 = Pr - Then Pr  is a strictly 
increasing sequence converging to 11 Tp^ „„ 11 • Note that if Pr < 2, then pf = 
2 cos (n/m), for some m £ 3. Now Pr is the largest zero of 0p+r.i» and if Pr 
denotes the second largest zero o f for r 2  2, then we have the interlacing
property
then ♦p+r_1(ßyß*p+r_2<ß>< 0 * for r ^ l .  Finally note that if ß * Pf. then gy =
a  = (v,m + 1), on level m + 1 of Tp 2 r . and i e  Ia .
Lem m a 8.13.
Let p 2 2, t  > 0, and e j,e2 ...... e- be a sequence of projections satisfying the
relations (8.17)-(8.21). If t  -  llA p+1 then A(x,p)sA(x), the Jones algebra
with parameter x, otherwise A(x,p) is trivial unless
( I lT
P ro o f:
for all r 2  1. Note also that $y(ßp  > 0  for all v e  r*0). Thus if ßr < ß < ßr+|*
gy(P) is defined for all v € .
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Wc can clearly assume that if 0  < 2, then (J ■ 2 cos(x/m) for some m £ 3. We 
first show that P £ P | is not allowed. Suppose that P -  P j, then using Lemma
8.4(b) we have
V / V p '  -  W i  -  W *  V p -1 ■ °
Hence 8pc p “  0. Next, firom (8.12) and (8.30) we have fp ■ gp ♦ e^, 
where f  — I - CjV vep_j- Then since P -  II A ^ |  II. and V i <P)-  
0. wc have PSp.,(PVSp(P) -  p2. Thus
w v n - i v  W p -  fp -  pV pV -  *P + ep p2<* p + ep )eP<* p +ep ) 
' W ^ ' p V p *  V
It follows that e- * fp - is in the C*-algebra generated by l.e^Cj, —A p
The only other cases we need to consider for P < P j, are when P -  11 Ak 11 
■ 2 cos(x/(k + 1)), k ■ 3,.... p. Then, if fk ■ 1 - CjV ... ve^ j , since Sk(p) -  0,
we have
ek fk ek - < V * s k. 1> f g - i 'k - o .
and hence fk  ek ■ 0 * ek fk . Then we have
0 ■ ek+l fk ek 'k + l ■ V ’k + l'k  ck+l “  f* 2 fk 'k+ l 
and by induction fk ■ 0 for all (2  k. It then follows that
1 *fk + l“ (1 ‘ fk) v e k ■
and by induction that 1 - ■ 1 - fk for all C2 k. In particular V W  But
e- f  = e-, and so e - £ f  = f . . .  It then follows that P P F P P P+1
(e -e l*  e -e „  * en e- e_ i  e „ L ,  e -  0 
P F  P P  P P P  P P+ 1 P
and so e - e_ — 0. Thus e . « P^e - e„ e - ■ 0.P P P r  P P P
Now suppose that Pf < P < Pr+ | .  for r 2 l ,  then since ♦p+r.i/P ^p+r_2 < hy 
Lemma 8.4(b) we have, putting t « p + r -1 ,
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o S (*,et S|)2 “  * ,« ,1 , -  S "•
and so e ,* , - 0 .  Then using Lemma 8.4(b) again gives
° - e. * l el 1 .-1  •
and so e{ gt J » 0.
If r ■ 1, then we have by (8.51)
° - V p - V * p - 1  • (WP-2/V i ) V i  V i  *P-1 ■ »P* ■ -ep *P ■ - ep CP
MdSO ' p - P ^ p ' p * 0'
For r £  2, note first that e^ gj * 0 for all k (see the proof of Proposition 8.7 (e)), 
and it is clear also that when m + 1 2 1, we can write the identity as 1 * £ G q + g( , 
where a  runs over all vertices on level m + 1 of Tp 2 r and i e  I0 . We now 
show that if m ■ 2t, then > 0 for all a  on level m + 1 of Tp . and all i € 
I0 . Note that for a  -  (v,2t + 1 ) 6 ^ ^ ,  d(v) is odd, and if n = (2t + 1 - d(v)V2,
then we can assume n 2  2. If n ■ 2, then d(v) ■ 2t - 3 ■ 2(p + r - l ) - 3 i p  + r - l ,  
since pjrZ2, and so we can take i > ( i j 42) c I0 . with > |* 0, and i j  ■ t - 2.
Next we show that if n > 2, then we can choose i e  Ia> with i j « 0 ,  i j  *  t - 2. 
First note that by Lemma 8.9(b), i j  £  in ♦ (n - 2), and that
i0 + ( n - 2) -  i„ + 2‘ * - 2  -  (in -d(vV2 - l H ( l - 2)-
Now if v #  p  d(v) * v is odd, and so if we consider paths i e Ia> with iQ = 
v, then in - d(v)/2 - j « v / 2 -  j ^ O ,  i.e. iR + (n - 2) £ t - 2. It follows that a path 
with i j  ■ t - 2 is allowed. If v ■ p  then d(p) = p is odd, and so p ^  3. 
Thus taking i e Ia> with i„ ■ p - 1, we have iR - d(p)/2 - ~ * p - 1 - p/2 - j  ■ 
(p - 3)/2 £ 0. Then since ^  ♦ (n - 2) 2 1 - 1, we can choose i € Ia> with i2  * t - 2.
Next note that * 8,_ |) “ 1<At-2 f t- l) “  But * tct “ ° ’ **** 510
7(gt j ) « 0, which means ^ A ^ )  * 0. But if i € I0 , is chosen as above with
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i j  * t - 2 , then it follows that -  0, and finally since is equivalent to G^
for all j  e  L  , that <j  « 0 for all j  e  I . It follows that 1 = g,, and so em « 0  * ot a  * ot °t m
for all m 2  1.
Lem m a 8.14.
Let P ■ * IIT  ^ r  11. for some r, 1 i r i « .  Suppose that there exists a
faithful trace tr, satisfying (8.24). Then we have
(a) tr(tfx ))-tti< x )
0» <r(*v>-Q,M - for v e
(c) f f (Ga ) - Q a (t). for o €  f ^  r
where are as defined in (3.15) and (3.24).
Proof:
(c) For x c  A(t,p), we have by Lemma 8.3 that
Kx) -  r  " e ,e2 ... 1 -  e2e l '
and so by (8.46), (8.24)
■r(K x))-t-n tr (CjCj  ...en+l*cn+ , " V l '
* ■' n , r <ei,+ l " e2e l ' 2  - en+l ,l>
-  t ' n D- <t°  en+1x) -  tr (en+,x ) - 1  n<x).
(b) Now gg = gj ■ 1, and Qq * Qj *  1, and so (b) is true for v = 0,1. For v ■ 2, 
...»p - 1 , we have
* v “ *v-l * ^ v - 2^ v -P  *v-l ev -l *v-l 
and so by (8.24), and noting that « P$y j - + y _2 wc scc
■r <*,) -  tr (g ,.,)  - (P*v.2^ v-,)  IT ( V l* v l>  
* < 1 - » v .2iW v. l ) , I («v .|)
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(V P * v - l ) t r < V l> -
It follows that for v -  2,.... p - 1,
tr(gy>
♦v V l
« v - l  ¡* , -2
♦v
PV
-  Q ,(t ) .
Next, by (8.20), (8.21), and (8.24), we heve
u  («p) -  tr (8p) -  x- 1 tr <e-epep ) -  r ' 1 tr (epe- e ^
- t , r <*p.l>* ,Q p-lW - Q P<,>- 
Then by (8.14), (8.24), and the facts that |  -  3‘2, and
w p i - V 2 ' V V  w eh *ve
b  (8p) -  t r  ( 8 , , . , )  - (P»„.2/ ♦ „ . , )  t r  ( 8 „ . t r  (Cp)
> 1  f  - rp-i
For v > p ,  one shows that tr (gy) -  (4v/p»y l ) tr ( ^  ,) . using (8.15). and (b)
follows.
(c) Let a  * (v,m), and n ■ (m - d(v))/2, then G0  -  y0 (gy) and by (a) we have 
tr (V  (gy)) - 1" tr Uy) -  x " Qy(x) -  Qa (x).
Proof o f Theorem 8.1 continued:
For x as in (8.23) choose the corresponding r, 2 £  r £ » ,  and define a 
map y  : AfTp^^) © C(1 - ejV ... v ep+r.2  v c - ) —> A(t,p) as follows.
Put q -  1 - e ,v  ... y hp^.jV  e - . For o e  ^  ■ j  * ' a  -  Path (» a )
¥ ( i j ) - 0 „ .  V (q ) -q .
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It is clear from Lemma 8.7 that this map is well defined. From Lemma 8.6 we see that 
it defines a *-homomorphism and by Lemmas 8.8, and 8.11, it is surjective. It 
remains only to show that the map is injective under the stated conditions.
When r <••, A(Tp^  j )  is simple, and so y  is injective. Suppose there exists a
Markov trace. To show that y  is injective in this case, it is enough to show that tr 
(G0 ) > 0  for each a  e r . But by Lemma 8.14(c) we have tr (G0 ) -  Qa (t).
which we know is positive if t ' 1 * 11 Tp 2 . .  11. see section 3, or the beginning of
the proof of Lemma 8.13.
R e m a rk  8.15:
The method employed in the proof of Theorem 8.1 should also work for infinite 
graphs r  of the type indicated by Figure 24. Here T is a tree, with an infinite branch 
which has attached to it a finite number of branches of length one, and a distinguished 
vertex *.
set of projections indexed by the vertices of T, such that the following relations are 
satisfied:
r
Figure 24
In these cases a presentation of A(T) would be as follows. Let |ey ; v e  I^0 )^ be a
ev ew “ ew V  d(v-w)* 2 (8.69)
« t  ey, d(v,w) ■ 1, v,w«dI7{*), or v e  df/{*) and w«dI7{*}
(8.70)
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Appendix A.
Lei h : G  -> Mn be a unitary representation of a compact group G,
and -  5  Ad x(g), the product type action of G on the UHF algebra A ■ ® Mn -  
m q
lim A , where A _  = ® M . The fixed point algebra A is AF, being the C*- _» m m j n r
inductive limit of the fixed point algebras A ^ . Let (xa ) denote the irreducible 
characters of G, where Xq the trivial character, and x the character of K. For
each m = 0, 1 ,2 ,..., let
Xm - 5 am a*a (A.l)
be the decomposition of the character x™\ corresponding to the representation x®"1 
of G, into irreducible characters, where am a  are positive integers. By Schur's
lemma, the fixed point algebra A ^  has the following decomposition into simple
components
* 2  =  ™ . (A.2)m a
of the embedding of the simple componentThe m ultiplicity ka p
M into M is determined by the decomposition of XX„ *mo «reducible
*ma *m+l,P
characters
**a = ^ ka P * P (A.3)
To determine the Bratteli diagram, we only need to know (A.l) for m = 1 and (A.3). 
The representation graph (MJ of G corresponding to n is the graph * 1^(0)
with vertices (xa ) and ka p edges between xa  and Xjj- Then ^  is connected if 
and only if K is faithful. It is clear that = A (rx(G)). Thus =  A(T^), where 
the graph has distinguished vertex xo-
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Let H be a closed subgroup of G. The embedding of Am in A”  is determined 
as follows. Let (o^J denote the irreducible characters of H, o Q the trivial 
representation and o ■ x IH. Then
¿ “ - L b *|i mu p
(A.4)
(A.5)
ofThe multiplicity of the embedding
decomposition of ^  IH into irreducible characters of H:
am a Mb„
|H  = Z V
is given by the
(A.6)
with
v V
Let G ■ SU(2), x : G —» the standard representation, H « TT, so that
(x llTXz) = ^ j , i e T. Let (Xj)^Q be the irreducible characters of SU(2),
where xo is the trivial character and %\ the character of x. Then by the Clcbsch- 
Gordon formula we have
* l * i - * H + * M  CA.7)
if Thus the representation graph is A ^, with distinguished vertex •
= O.and so (® m ^)SU(2) s  [BP,W], with Bratteli diagram as in Figure 25.
10
.  (2,2)
Figure 25
Let {Oj)°° be the irreducible characters of TT, where O-(i) ■ r .  Then if a  = 
Xj hT we have
0 * 0 j + O j
and
aOj -  Oj j ♦ oi+1. i e  Z  (A. 8).
Thus Ta  is identified with w as in Figure 26 with distinguished 
vertex * * 0, and so (® = A iA ^ oo) [B], with Bratteli diagram as in
Figure 27.
-3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3
Figure 26 : Am  ^
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( 0 .0 )
Figure 27
SU(2) TTThe embedding Ajjj '  —» Am is determined by (A.6). We have Xq ITT = <*0. 
x ,  l l r - o , + 0  ,, and Xj I’D" -  (X] - X„1 fa- -  (a , + o _,)2 - o0 -  o 2 + o0 + o .j. 
Inductively from
Xi+, "X,X, -Xj_, (A.9)
we see
11r * °m  + °m -2  + -  + ° - m+2 + °-m <*><»•
From (A.9) we see that -  Sj(x) e  2[xJ, if x -  where ( S J  are the
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, the polynomials associated to the graph 
Aoo Similarly the polynomials ($j) associated with the graph Am  ^  may be
obtained from the ineducible characters of TT by making the substitution u = Oj, v = 
O p  so that
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If j j - t ,  j - l - t ,  and i » 0  Chen
Q(U )(t> -  u‘/x" -  (uW xiA "-1) - 1* t <n'iV2
But T ■ x*7 ■ (u/x)(v/x) « 1(1 - 1), and so
0 ^ , ( 0  * ,(n+iV2 (1 ' ,)("'iV2 * **‘1- (A.17)
which arc the polynomials that appear in [RJ.
The dim ension groups o f  the AF algebras 
(Qibty*  and (®M2)SU<2> were first characterized by Renault [R] and Wassermann
[W] respectively. The methods of section 3 recover their results:
Ko((®M2 )SU(2>) 2  "  ,inZ  lP(U )W ) (A18>
with positive cone K0((®M2> ^ ^ ) +  identified with
(0) v  | f  e Z[x] : f(X) > 0. X € (O.jj} -  linM{P(U )<X)|.
Ko ((<8>M2 ) T )  2  "  linX  (Q (i^ ,)( ,) i  (A 1 9 )
with positive cone KQ((®M2)T ) identified with
( O ) u ( f c  Z |t )  :f(t)>0 , t «  (0.1)).
Now since X -  t ( l  - t), there is an inclusion KQ((®M2) ^ ^ )  —* K0((®M2)^ )
given by f(x)-* g(t), where g(t) = f(t(l - 1)). This map is clearly positive, i.e. if 
f e  2Z[x], f(X)>0 for X e (0,^1, then g(Ti) = f(T|(l - r i) )> 0  for t i e  (0,1). This 
implies that we can express the polynomials as non-negative integer linear
combinations of the polynomials In fact using (A. 12) we have
Pnw -  ¿ / O - O -  (A.20)
so that
P(U ) ( t ) -  t <niy2 P-(t) - k| 0 c(“+2klV2 (1 - .)< M 2ki)W
-  ¿ 0 ^ .,•" )< ■ >  <A-21)-
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